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Copyright © 2019 by the Institute of Continuing Legal Education of the State Bar of Georgia. 
All rights reserved. Printed in the United States of America. No part of this publication may  be 
reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form by any means, electronic, 
mechanical photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without the prior written permission of ICLE.

The Institute of Continuing Legal Education’s publications are intended to provide current and 
accurate information on designated subject matter. They are off ered as an aid to practicing 
attorneys to help them maintain professional competence with the understanding that the 
publisher is not rendering legal, accounting, or other professional advice.  Attorneys should 
not rely solely on ICLE publications.  Attorneys should research original and current sources of 
authority and take any other measures that are necessary and appropriate to ensure that they 
are in compliance with the pertinent rules of professional conduct for their jurisdiction.  

ICLE gratefully acknowledges the eff orts of the faculty in the preparation of this publication 
and the presentation of information on their designated subjects at the seminar.  The opinions 
expressed by the faculty in their papers and presentations are their own and do not necessarily 
refl ect the opinions of the Institute of Continuing Legal Education, its offi  cers, or employees.  The 
faculty is not engaged in rendering legal or other professional advice and this publication is not 
a substitute for the advice of an attorney.  This publication was created to serve the continuing 
legal education needs of practicing attorneys.  

ICLE does not encourage non-attorneys to use or purchase this publication in lieu of hiring 
a competent attorney or other professional.  If you require legal or other expert advice, you 
should seek the services of a competent attorney or other professional.

Although the publisher and faculty have made every eff ort to ensure that the information 
in this book was correct at press time, the publisher and faculty do not assume and hereby 
disclaim any liability to any party for any loss, damage, or disruption caused by errors or 
omissions, whether such errors or omissions result from negligence, accident, or any other 
cause.

The Institute of Continuing Legal Education of the State Bar of Georgia is dedicated to promoting 
a well organized, properly planned, and adequately supported program of continuing legal 
education by which members of the legal profession are aff orded a means of enhancing their 
skills and keeping abreast of developments in the law, and engaging in the study and research 
of the law, so as to fulfi ll their responsibilities to the legal profession, the courts and the public.
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Who are we?

SOLACE is a program of the State 

Bar of Georgia designed to assist 

those in the legal community who 

have experienced some significant, 

potentially life-changing event in their 

lives. SOLACE is voluntary, simple and 

straightforward. SOLACE does not 

solicit monetary contributions but 

accepts assistance or donations in kind.

Contact SOLACE@gabar.org for help.

HOW 
CAN WE 
HELP YOU?

How does SOLACE work?

If you or someone in the legal 

community is in need of help, simply 

email SOLACE@gabar.org. Those emails 

are then reviewed by the SOLACE 

Committee. If the need fits within the 

parameters of the program, an email 

with the pertinent information is sent 

to members of the State Bar. 

What needs are addressed?

Needs addressed by the SOLACE 

program can range from unique medical 

conditions requiring specialized referrals 

to a fire loss requiring help with clothing, 

food or housing. Some other examples 

of assistance include gift cards, food, 

meals, a rare blood type donation, 

assistance with transportation in a 

medical crisis or building a wheelchair 

ramp at a residence.



A solo practitioner’s 

quadriplegic wife needed 

rehabilitation, and members 

of the Bar helped navigate 

discussions with their 

insurance company to obtain 

the rehabilitation she required.

A Louisiana lawyer was in need 

of a CPAP machine, but didn’t 

have insurance or the means 

to purchase one. Multiple 

members offered to help.

A Bar member was dealing 

with a serious illness and in 

the midst of brain surgery, 

her mortgage company 

scheduled a foreclosure on 

her home. Several members 

of the Bar were able to 

negotiate with the mortgage 

company and avoided the 

pending foreclosure.

Working with the South 

Carolina Bar, a former 

paralegal’s son was flown 

from Cyprus to Atlanta 

(and then to South Carolina) 

for cancer treatment. 

Members of the Georgia and 

South Carolina bars worked 

together to get Gabriel and 

his family home from their 

long-term mission work. 

TESTIMONIALS
In each of the Georgia SOLACE requests made to date, Bar members have graciously 

stepped up and used their resources to help find solutions for those in need.

The purpose of the SOLACE program is to allow the legal community to 
provide help in meaningful and compassionate ways to judges, lawyers, 

court personnel, paralegals, legal secretaries and their families who 
experience loss of life or other catastrophic illness, sickness or injury. 

Contact SOLACE@gabar.org for help.
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FOREWORD

Dear ICLE Seminar Attendee,

Thank you for attending this seminar.  We are grateful to the Chairperson(s) for organizing this 
program.  Also, we would like to thank the volunteer speakers. Without the untiring dedication 
and eff orts of the Chairperson(s) and speakers, this seminar would not have been possible.  
Their names are listed on the AGENDA page(s) of this book, and their contributions to the success 
of this seminar are immeasurable.

We would be remiss if we did not extend a special thanks to each of you who are attending this 
seminar and for whom the program was planned.  All of us at ICLE hope your attendance will 
be benefi cial as well as enjoyable   We think that these program materials will provide a great 
initial resource and reference for you.  

If you discover any substantial errors within this volume, please do not hesitate to inform us.  
Should you have a diff erent legal interpretation/opinion from the speaker’s, the appropriate 
way to address this is by contacting him/her directly.  

Your comments and suggestions are always welcome.

Sincerely, 
Your ICLE Staff 

Jeff rey R. Davis
Executive Director, State Bar of Georgia

Rebecca A. Hall
Associate Director, ICLE
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AGENDA

Presiding: M. Arthur “Art” Gambill, Jr., Program Chair; McGuireWoods LLP, Atlanta

 7:45 REGISTRATION AND CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST (All attendees must check in   
  upon arrival. A removable jacket or sweater is recommended.)

 8:25 WELCOME AND PROGRAM OVERVIEW
  M. Arthur “Art” Gambill, Jr.

 8:30 PANEL DISCUSSION: THE FUTURE OF LIBOR AND ITS REPLACEMENT
  Patricia J. Christ, Bank of America, Atlanta
  Daniel H. Ennis, Parker Hudson Rainer & Dobbs LLP, Atlanta
  Karyn D. Heavenrich, McGuireWoods LLP, Atlanta
  (Moderator)
  Professor Roger Tutterow, Kennesaw State University, Kennesaw

 9:15 RECENT UCC CASE LAW DEVELOPMENTS
  Anisa I. Abdullahi, Arnall Golden Gregory LLP, Atlanta
  Kevin A. Gooch, DLA Piper, Atlanta

 10:00 BREAK

 10:15 FRANCHISE FINANCE: KEY CONCEPTS AND PROVISIONS
  C. Jordan Myers, Alston & Bird LLP, Atlanta

 10:45 DISCRIMINATORY DEBT RESTRUCTURINGS AND PRO RATA SHARING PROVISIONS
  C. Shane Dornburg, King & Spalding LLP, Atlanta
  W. Austin Jowers, King & Spalding LLP, Atlanta

 11:15 PAYOFF LETTERS – LEGAL AND BUSINESS ISSUES
  Sidney O. Simms, Jr., Eversheds Sutherland (US) LLP, Atlanta

 11:45 LUNCHEON (Included in registration fee.)

 12:15 PRACTICAL IMPLICATIONS OF CHANGES TO IRC SECTION 956
  Angela L. Batterson, Jones Day, New York, NY
  Gayle A. Berne, Jones Day, Atlanta

 12:45 RECENT GAAP CHANGES: LEASE ACCOUNTING & REVENUE RECOGNITION
  Kendel E. Drew, Holland & Knight LLP, Atlanta
  Khyshboo Patel, Holland & Knight LLP, Atlanta

 1:15 BREAK
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 1:30 ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING LAW AND REGULATIONS
  Kimberly Lacey, Chief AML Officer, Key Bank, Atlanta
  Janet Clark, Assistant General Counsel, Key Bank, Atlanta

 2:15  TROUBLED CREDITS – A DEAL ATTORNEY’S PRIMER FOR THE NEXT MARKET  
  DISRUPTION
  Bobbi Acord Noland, Parker Hudson Rainer & Dobbs LLP, Atlanta
  Kathleen O. Currey, Parker Hudson Rainer & Dobbs LLP, Atlanta

 3:00 ADJOURN
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8:30 PANEL DISCUSSION: THE FUTURE OF LIBOR   
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(404) 420-1150 
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© 2019 Parker, Hudson, Rainer & Dobbs LLP and McGuireWoods LLP. All rights reserved.1   

                                                 
1 With thanks to Emory Law student Michael Tydir for his assistance in researching and preparing this paper. 
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Referenced in over $300 trillion dollars of financial transactions, the London Interbank 

Offered Rate ("LIBOR") is a crucial part of the international financial system.  Set every day in 

London using submissions from a panel of banks, LIBOR has been increasingly questioned since 

the financial crisis in 2007-2009 for various methodological flaws, along with the potential for 

manipulation.  Regulators in the United Kingdom have announced that they will not compel 

panel banks to submit LIBOR after 2021, resulting in efforts across the globe to idenify 

replacement reference rates. 

A Short History of the Origins of LIBOR 
 

Minos Zombanakis, a Greek banker working for a predecessor of JPMorgan Chase, 

originated the first LIBOR loan in 1969.2  Zombanakis identified an underserved area of the 

larger Eurodollar market – borrowers looking for a single long-term loan of a size that exceeded 

any single bank's credit limit.3  Zombanakis created a syndicate of banks to offer a collective $80 

million loan to the shah of Iran.4  Every six months, each syndicate member reported its cost to 

borrow funds on an unsecured basis from another bank sufficient to meet its funding 

commitment, with those submissions averaged and that average added to a pre-agreed spread, 

forming the interest rate payable for the next six months.5  The borrower received the benefit of a 

single long-term loan, and the lenders both stayed within their credit limits and were protected 

against increases in funding costs over the term of the loan, knowing that the interest rate 

payable by the shah of Iran reset every six months protected them against any rise in interest 

rates.6  If a bank understated its funding costs, the rest of the syndicate would remove that bank 

                                                 
2 Gavin Finch and Liam Vaughan, The Man Who Invented LIBOR, BLOOMBERG (Nov. 29, 2016, 2:39 PM), 
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/features/2016-11-29/the-man-who-invented-libor-iw3fpmed. 
3 Id. 
4 Id. 
5 Kirstin Ridley and Huw Jones, A Greek Banker Spills on the Early Days of the LIBOR and his first deal with the 
Shah of Iran, REUTERS (Aug. 8, 2012, 9:11 AM), https://www.businessinsider.com/history-of-the-libor-rate-2012-8. 
6 Finch and Vaughan, supra note 1. 
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at the next reset date; if a bank had relatively high funding costs, the borrower could eliminate 

that bank at the next reset date.7  With a relatively small pool of participant banks, all based in 

London, supervised by bankers that knew each other personally, and with an immediate 

consequence from misstating funding numbers, many considered LIBOR to be foolproof.8 

By 1982, there were approximately $46 billion of loans based on LIBOR; however, there 

was no universal LIBOR rate as the syndicate for a given transaction set LIBOR for that 

transaction.9  In an effort to make LIBOR more widely accessible, the British Bankers' 

Association (the "BBA") started publishing public LIBOR rates in 1986.10  The Chicago 

Mercantile Exchange (the "CME") began to use LIBOR as the basis for derivatives contracts in 

1997; average trading volume at the CME increased from 400,000 contracts per day in 1997 to 

2.8 million contracts per day in 2014.11 

In 2007, other than the electronic submission and calculation of LIBOR, little had 

changed with the calculation of LIBOR since 1986.12  At 11 a.m. London time every business 

day, each LIBOR panel bank answered the following question for the relevant currency and 

interest period: 

"At what rate could you borrow funds, were you to do so by asking for and then 

accepting interbank offers in a reasonable market size just prior to 11 a.m.?"13 

The BBA took the submissions, trimmed off the lowest and highest 25% of responses, and 

averaged the remainder.14  The BBA published LIBOR for fifteen different interest periods 

                                                 
7 Ridley and Jones, supra note 4. 
8 Finch and Vaughan, supra note 1. 
9 Id. 
10 Ridley and Jones, supra note 4. 
11 Finch and Vaughan, supra note 1. 
12 Id. 
13 David Hou and David Skeie, LIBOR: Origins, Economics, Crisis, Scandal and Reform, FEDERAL RESERVE BANK 
OF NEW YORK (March 2014), https://www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/media/research/staff_reports/sr667.pdf. 
14 Id. 
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(ranging from overnight to 12 months) for each of ten different currencies, along with each panel 

bank's actual submissions.15  By 2007, LIBOR served as the reference rate for financial 

instruments and transactions as diverse as home loans, commodity trading, corporate borrowing 

and credit cards.16  

LIBOR and the Financial Crisis of 2007-2009 

As early as 1996, there were warnings that LIBOR was not as manipulation-resistant as 

widely assumed.17  In connection with the CME's change to reference LIBOR in derivatives 

contracts, Marcy Engel, a lawyer at Salomon Brothers, warned that a panel bank would have 

economic incentives to misstate its submissions to benefit its own trading positions.18  Richard 

Robb, an interest rate trader at DKB Financial Products, wrote that panel banks might understate 

their funding costs during times of financial stress to project an image of financial health.19 

On September 3, 2007, Wrightson ICAP's weekly newsletter ran a story on how LIBOR 

panel banks were understating their daily LIBOR quotes.20 In 2008, the Wall Street Journal 

reported that some LIBOR banks might be providing LIBOR misquotes, either to project an 

image of greater financial soundness or benefit their own trading positions.21  In the second half 

of 2008 into 2009, at the height of the financial crisis following the Lehman Brothers 

bankruptcy, LIBOR was both more volatile and higher than other similar rates.22  The Federal 

Reserve Bank of New York was aware of issues surrounding LIBOR submissions as early as 

2007, with senior officials briefed in early 2008 and the President of the Federal Reserve Bank of 

New York emailing the Bank of England on June 1, 2008 with suggestions to enhance the 
                                                 
15 Id. 
16 Ridley and Jones, supra note 4. 
17 Finch and Vaughan, supra note 1. 
18 Finch and Vaughan, supra note 1. 
19 Finch and Vaughan, supra note 1. 
20 Hou and Skeie, supra note 12. 
21 Hou and Skeie, supra note 12. 
22 Hou and Skeie, supra note 12. 
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credibility of LIBOR.23  A subsequent investigation, building on the methodology used by the 

Wall Street Journal, demonstrated potential manipulation of LIBOR submissions as early as 

1991.24 

The Reformation and Eventual End of LIBOR 

In wake of the LIBOR scandal, a number of LIBOR panel banks entered into settlements 

providing for aggregate fines in the billions of dollars, executives at some panel banks were 

forced to resign, and individual traders at other panel banks put on trial for requesting changes to 

their bank's LIBOR submissions to benefit trading positions held by those traders.25 

Great Britain's Financial Conduct Authority (the "FCA") relieved the BBA of the 

administration of LIBOR, replacing it with Intercontinental Exchange or ICE (better known as 

the owner of the New York stock exchange).26  Additionally, an insufficient number of 

submissions or underlying market transactions led to the discontinuation of a number of 

currencies and interest periods (Australian, Canadian and New Zealand dollars, Danish krone 

and Swedish krona, along with two week and four-, five-, seven-, eight-, nine-, ten- and eleven-

month interest periods), leaving only published LIBOR rates for seven interest periods for each 

of five currencies (one day, one week, and one-, two-, three-, six- and twelve-month interest 

periods for each of United States dollars, euros, British pound sterling, Japanese yen and Swiss 

francs).27  Individual panel bank submissions continued to be published, but with a three month 

delay from submission and without attribution.28  As required by the FCA, ICE instituted a new 

code of conduct prohibiting bank employees involved in preparing LIBOR submissions from 

                                                 
23 Hou and Skeie, supra note 12. 
24 Hou and Skeie, supra note 12. 
25 Hou and Skeie, supra note 12. 
26 Hou and Skeie, supra note 12. 
27 Hou and Skeie, supra note 12. 
28 Hou and Skeie, supra note 12. 
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discussing those submissions with other bank employees.29  The FCA also has the ability to 

compel banks to submit LIBOR quotes.30  ICE continues to implement further improvements to 

LIBOR, such as the introduction of a "waterfall" methodology for how panel banks prepare 

LIBOR submissions, which attempts to ground LIBOR submissions on market data as much as 

possible.31 

The FCA, based on discussions with panel banks, found that panel banks did not wish to 

continue to submit LIBOR quotes indefinitely (primarily for liability concerns) and that there 

was no longer a robust unsecured interbank loan market underpinning LIBOR submissions, so 

that many LIBOR submissions were no more than expert judgement.32 In 2017, average daily 

trading in three month LIBOR was less than one billion dollars, with the median number of 

transactions per day less than ten.33  As a result, and despite the improvements made to the 

LIBOR submission process, in 2017 the FCA announced that after 2021 it would no longer 

require panel banks to submit LIBOR quotes, although it had secured agreements from the 

current panel banks to continue submissions until that date.34 The FCA's announcement does not 

necessarily mean LIBOR will cease to exist on December 31, 2021, but rather that the FCA will 

not compel banks to submit LIBOR quotes after that date; however, it was widely interpreted to 

mean that LIBOR would no longer be a viable reference rate after 2021.35  As a result, a number 

                                                 
29 LIBOR Code of Conduct, ICE BENCHMARK ADMINISTRATION (June 18, 2018), 
https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/ICE_LIBOR_Code_of_Conduct.pdf. 
30 Andrew Bailey, The future of LIBOR, FINANCIAL CONDUCT AUTHORITY (July 27, 2017), 
https://www.fca.org.uk/news/speeches/the-future-of-libor. 
31 ICE LIBOR Evolution, ICE BENCHMARK ADMINISTRATION (April 25, 2018), 
https://www.theice.com/publicdocs/ICE_LIBOR_Evolution_Report_25_April_2018.pdf. 
32 Bailey, supra note 29. 
33 Lisa Pendergast and Sairah Burki, ARRC Fallback Consultation Webinar: Securitizations, THE ALTERNATIVE 
REFERENCE RATES COMMITTEE (Jan. 7, 2019), 
HTTPS://WWW.NEWYORKFED.ORG/MEDIALIBRARY/MICROSITES/ARRC/FILES/2019/ARRC_SECURITIZATIONS_CONSUL
TATION_WEBINAR.PDF. 
34 Bailey, supra note 29. 
35 Matt Phillips, The Most Important Number in Finance is Going Away. Wall St. Isn't Prepared, THE NEW YORK 
TIMES (July 19, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/07/19/business/libor-future-2021-phase-out.html. 
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of already-existing efforts to reform or replace LIBOR (and other similar reference rates) began 

to work in earnest to determine an alternate reference rate.36 

LIBOR Replacement Efforts in the United States 

In the United States, the effort to replace LIBOR has been spearheaded by the Alternative 

Reference Rate Committee (the "ARRC"), an advisory committee established by the Federal 

Reserve and the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. The ARRC, when originally formed in 

2014, was primarily composed of major derivatives market participants.37  The ARRC's 

replacement efforts focused on new reference rates with robust underlying markets, ultimately 

selecting the secured overnight financing rate ("SOFR"), a newly created rate based on the 

United States Treasury overnight repurchase market, in June 2017, and adopting a proposed 

transition plan in October of that year.38  In comparison to LIBOR, SOFR has a very active 

market, with over eight hundred billion dollars of daily trades.39  The ARRC affirmed the 

selection of SOFR in March of 2018 and was reconstituted shortly thereafter with a new 

mandate; to oversee the transition of trillions of dollars of contracts referencing LIBOR to 

reference SOFR no later than the end of 2021.40 

The ARRC published consultations for floating rate notes and syndicated loans in 

September 2018, following with consultations for bilateral loans and securitizations.41  For 

reference purposes, attached to this paper as Appendix A is the proposed ARRC "hardwired" 

LIBOR fallback language for syndicated loans, taken from the ARRC syndicated loan 

consultation.  In addition to the consultations published by the ARRC, the International Swaps 
                                                 
36 Second Report of the Alternative Reference Rates Committee, THE ALTERNATIVE REFERENCE RATES COMMITTEE 
(March 5, 2018), https://www.newyorkfed.org/medialibrary/Microsites/arrc/files/2018/ARRC-Second-report. 
37 Id. 
38 Id. 
39 Pendergast and Burki, supra note 32. 
40 Supra note 35. 
41 Publications, THE ALTERNATIVE REFERENCE RATES COMMITTEE (last visited Jan. 23, 2019), 
https://www.newyorkfed.org/arrc/publications. 
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and Derivatives Association ("ISDA") published a consultation in July 2018 discussing fallback 

alternatives for swaps referencing several different LIBOR rates (although not United States 

dollars).42 

Potential Problems with LIBOR Replacement Rates 

The responses to the various consultations issued by the ARRC and ISDA reference a 

number of potential issues with the replacement of LIBOR by SOFR, including: 

1) SOFR is an overnight rate, while LIBOR is a term rate.  There currently is no 

term SOFR, although the ARRC paced transition plan calls for the creation of one by the end of 

2021.  There is a chance that there may not be a term SOFR by the end of 2021, or that term 

SOFR may be such a new or untested rate that there would be significant resistance to its 

adoption; the "hardwired" fallback language provided by the ARRC provides for further 

fallbacks to compounded SOFR or overnight SOFR, which may not reflect the actual funding 

costs for the relevant period. 

2) SOFR is a secured rate, while LIBOR is an unsecured rate; generally, LIBOR on a 

given date is higher than SOFR for the same date, which would necessitate a spread adjustment 

of currently unknown magnitude to ensure economic neutrality between the two rates.  The 

responses to the various consultations show disagreement over how the spread should be 

calculated, although most responses preferred that actual calculation of the spread and its 

publication be handled by a third party. Further, the primary security for SOFR is U.S. Treasury 

bonds, which may become cheaper in periods of financial stress as investors begin a flight-to-

quality (and which would have the effect of reducing yields). 

                                                 
42 ISDA Publishes Consultation on Benchmark Fallbacks, INTERNATIONAL SWAPS AND DERIVATIVES ASSOCIATION, 
INC. (July 12, 2018), https://www.isda.org/2018/07/12/isda-publishes-consultation-on-benchmark-fallbacks/. 
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3) The responses to the ISDA consultation responses indicate a strong preference for 

SOFR compounded in arrears (i.e., the ultimate interest rate payable over a period would not be 

known until that period had ended), while many responses to the syndicated loan consultation 

state that borrowers would prefer the determination of interest rates to occur in advance.  The 

resulting mismatch could result in imperfectly hedged transactions, also known as basis risk. 

4) Although the marketplace expects LIBOR publication to cease in 2021, there is a 

chance that some panel banks may choose to continue submitting LIBOR quotes.  LIBOR would 

then continue, but potentially in a degraded or less reliable state.  Only the cessation of 

publication of LIBOR (or events tantamount to such) triggers some proposed LIBOR fallback 

language, leading to a fragmented market with some contracts referencing LIBOR and other 

contracts referencing SOFR, and potential basis risk, as the proposed ISDA fallback language is 

effective only upon cessation of LIBOR.  Suggested provisions in the syndicated and bilateral 

loan consultations that permit early voluntary adoption of SOFR prior to LIBOR termination 

heighten the potential for mismatch. 

5) Banks and other lending institutions will need to make significant operational and 

systems changes to accommodate a new reference rate, the scope of which are currently 

undetermined.  As an example, if derivatives and loans fall back to different variations of SOFR, 

the ARRC bilateral loan consultation suggests calculating SOFR differently for hedged versus 

unhedged loans (or portions thereof) to avoid basis risk; banks will need to change their systems 

to accommodate different calculations of SOFR for portions of the same loan.  Further, if SOFR 

calculation is different for hedged and unhedged loans in a syndicated transaction, bank 

syndicates will need to reevaluate which banks can offer hedges, when banks can enter into 

hedges, and how and when banks report hedges to the agent bank. 
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6) The transition from LIBOR to SOFR may result in increased earnings volatility 

and accounting complexity based on current accounting principles, as hedging counterparties 

may have to de-designate and re-designate hedges to account for the underlying change in 

reference rate and recognize a gain or loss in connection with that process.  In addition, hedge 

accounting may not be available for some transactions if hedging counterparties cannot prove 

that the hedging relationship is highly effective. 

7) The current fragmentation of approaches to LIBOR replacement shown in the 

ISDA and ARRC consultations may eliminate the positive externalities arising from a near-

universal reference rate, such as greater liquidity and additional product and transaction 

offerings. 

8) A number of older transactions may not have provisions allowing for a fallback 

from LIBOR to SOFR, meaning that the discontinuation of LIBOR could result in a fallback to 

the base rate or no reference rate at all.  Each of these loan transactions will need amendments to 

provide for the transition from LIBOR to SOFR, which may provide an opportunity for the 

borrower or lender to extract other concessions. 

Since the 2007-2009 financial crisis, financial institutions, markets and regulators have 

reached a consensus that LIBOR is an unsustainable method of determining accurate interest 

rates. Although the FCA will not use its regulatory powers to compel banks to LIBOR quotes 

after 2021, the future of LIBOR, and any applicable replacement rate, remains an open question. 

Therefore, it is incumbent upon practitioners to discuss LIBOR fallback language with their 

clients when drafting new loans and modifying existing facilities.  
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APPENDIX A 

Proposed LIBOR Fallback Language for Syndicated Loans 
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DRAFT HARDWIRED APPROACH FALLBACK LANGUAGE FOR NEW ORIGINATIONS OF LIBOR 
SYNDICATED BUSINESS LOANS15 

 

Effect of Benchmark Discontinuance Event 

(a) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement16 or any other Loan Document, 
following a Benchmark Transition Determination, on any Benchmark Reset Date the base rate for 
determining interest for any Eurodollar Borrowing in accordance with [Section relating to Interest] 
shall be the Replacement Benchmark. 

(b) The Administrative Agent will promptly notify the Borrower and each Lender of the occurrence of 
any Benchmark Unavailability Period.  The Borrower may revoke any request for a Eurodollar Borrowing 
of, conversion to or continuation of Eurodollar Loans to be made, converted or continued during any 
Benchmark Unavailability Period and, if no such revocation is timely sent by the Borrower, the Borrower 
will be deemed to have converted any such request into a request for a Borrowing of or conversion to 
ABR Loans (subject to the next sentence).  During any Benchmark Unavailability Period, the LIBO Rate 
component shall not be used in any determination of ABR. 

(c) If the Benchmark is determined in accordance with clause (1), (2) or (3) of the definition of 
“Replacement Benchmark,” the Administrative Agent shall have the right [upon making a Benchmark 
Transition Determination] [ and] [from time to time] to make any Replacement Benchmark 
Conforming Changes and, notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement to the contrary, 
any amendment[s] implementing such Replacement Benchmark Conforming Changes shall become 
effective without any further action or consent of any other party to this Agreement.  

(d) If the Benchmark is determined in accordance with clause (4) of the definition of “Replacement 
Benchmark,” the Administrative Agent and the Borrower shall enter into an amendment to this 
Agreement to reflect such alternate rate of interest and such other related changes to this 
Agreement as may be applicable (but for the avoidance of doubt, such related changes shall not 
include a reduction of the Applicable Rate). Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in [Section 
relating to Waivers and Amendments], such amendment shall become effective without any further 
action or consent of any other party to this Agreement so long as the Administrative Agent shall not 
have received, within [five] Business Days of the date notice of such alternate rate of interest is 
provided to the Lenders, a written notice from the Required Lenders [of each Class]17 stating that 
such Required Lenders object to such amendment.  

(e) As used in this Section titled “Effect of Benchmark Discontinuance Event”: 

                                                           
15 This language assumes a U.S. Dollar only facility. Adjustments to these provisions will need to be made for 
multicurrency facilities. 
16 Capitalized terms not defined herein shall have the meanings ascribed in the relevant credit agreement.  Such 
terms are included herein for illustrative purposes only and should be coordinated with definitions in the relevant 
credit agreement. 
17 Include if applicable. 
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“Benchmark” means the LIBO Rate, provided that if a Benchmark Replacement Date shall have 
occurred with respect to such LIBO Rate, then the term “Benchmark” shall mean the applicable 
Replacement Benchmark.  

“Benchmark Discontinuance Event” means the occurrence of one or more of the following 
events with respect to a Benchmark:  

(1) a public statement or publication of information by or on behalf of the administrator of such 
Benchmark announcing that such administrator has ceased or will cease to provide such 
Benchmark, permanently or indefinitely, provided that, at the time of the statement or 
publication, there is no successor administrator that will continue to provide such Benchmark; 
 

(2) a public statement or publication of information by the regulatory supervisor for the 
administrator of such Benchmark, the central bank for the currency of such Benchmark, an 
insolvency official with jurisdiction over the administrator for such Benchmark, a resolution 
authority with jurisdiction over the administrator for such Benchmark or a court or an entity 
with similar insolvency or resolution authority over the administrator for such Benchmark,  
which states that the administrator of such Benchmark has ceased or will cease to provide such 
Benchmark permanently or indefinitely, provided that, at the time of such statement or 
publication, there is no successor administrator that will continue to provide such Benchmark; 

 
(3) [a Benchmark rate is not published by the administrator of such Benchmark for five consecutive 

business days and such failure is not the result of a temporary moratorium, embargo or 
disruption declared by the administrator of such Benchmark;] 

 
(4) [a public statement or publication of information by the administrator of such Benchmark that 

it has invoked or will invoke, permanently or indefinitely, its insufficient submissions policy;] 
 

(5) [a public statement by the regulatory supervisor for the administrator of the Benchmark or any 
Governmental Authority having jurisdiction over the Administrative Agent stating that such 
Benchmark is no longer representative or may no longer be used.] 
 
“Benchmark Replacement Date” shall mean: 

(1) for purposes of clauses (1) and (2) of the definition of “Benchmark Discontinuance Event,” the 
later of (a) the date of such public statement or publication of information and (b) the date on 
which the administrator of the relevant Benchmark permanently or indefinitely ceases to 
provide such Benchmark, 
 

(2) for purposes of clause (3) of the definition of “Benchmark Discontinuance Event,” the first 
business day following such five consecutive business days, 
 

(3) for purposes of clause (4) of the definition of “Benchmark Discontinuance Event,” the later of 
(a) the date of such public statement or publication of information and (b) the date such 
insufficient submissions policy is invoked, 
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(4) for purposes of clause (5) of the definition of “Benchmark Discontinuance Event,” the later of 
(a) the date of such public statement and (b) the date as of which the Benchmark may no longer 
be used (or, if applicable, is no longer representative), and 
 

(5) for purposes of clause (B) of the definition of “Benchmark Transition Determination,” the [first] 
Business Day after the Rate Election Notice is provided to each of the other parties hereto. 
 

“Benchmark Reset Date” means, in respect of any Eurodollar Borrowing, upon the occurrence 
of a Benchmark Replacement Date, the next interest reset date and all subsequent interest reset dates 
for which the LIBO Rate would have to be determined. 
 

“Benchmark Transition Determination” means: 
 

 (A) the determination of the Administrative Agent (which determination shall be conclusive 
absent manifest error) that one or more Benchmark Discontinuance Events has occurred with respect to 
a Benchmark[; or 

(B)(i) the Administrative Agent notifies (or the Administrative Agent is advised by Borrower to 
notify) each of the other parties hereto that [at least two] currently outstanding syndicated loans in the 
United States at such time contain (as a result of amendment or as originally executed) as a base rate, in 
lieu of the LIBO Rate, Term SOFR plus a Replacement Benchmark Spread (and such syndicated loans are 
identified in such notice and are publicly available for review), and (ii) the Administrative Agent, the 
Borrower and the [Required Lenders][Supermajority Lenders] have jointly elected by affirmative vote to 
declare that a Benchmark Transition Determination under this clause (B) has occurred and have 
provided written notice of such election to each of the other parties hereto (the “Rate Election 
Notice”)]. 

“Benchmark Unavailability Period” means the period (x) beginning at the time that either (A) a 
Benchmark Replacement Date pursuant to clauses (1) through (4) of the definition thereof has occurred 
or (B) a Benchmark rate is not published by the administrator of such Benchmark, if, at such time, no 
Replacement Benchmark has been determined in accordance with the Section titled “Effect of 
Benchmark Discontinuance Event” for which, in the determination of the Administrative Agent, 
adequate and reasonable means exist for determination thereof and (y) ending at the time that (A) a 
Replacement Benchmark has been determined in accordance with the Section titled “Effect of 
Benchmark Discontinuance Event” for which, in the determination of the Administrative Agent, 
adequate and reasonable means exist for determination thereof or (B) solely with respect to a period 
beginning pursuant to clause (x)(B) of this definition, a Benchmark rate is published by the administrator 
of such Benchmark. 

“Compounded SOFR” means, for the applicable Interest Period, a compounded average of daily 
SOFR calculated in advance as published by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York or any entity that 
assumes responsibility for publishing such rate. 
 

“Corresponding Period” with respect to a Replacement Benchmark means a period or 
maturity (including overnight) having approximately the same length (disregarding business day 
adjustment) as the applicable term period of maturity for LIBOR. 
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“Federal Reserve Bank of New York’s Website” means the website of the Federal Reserve Bank 
of New York at http://www.newyorkfed.gov/, or any successor source. 
 

“Governmental Authority” means the government of the United States of America, any other 
nation or any political subdivision or any thereof, whether state or local, and any agency, authority, 
instrumentality, regulatory body, court, central bank or other entity exercising executive, legislative, 
judicial, taxing, regulatory or administrative powers or functions of or pertaining to government. 
 

“Impacted SOFR Interest Period” means an Interest Period for which the Administrative Agent 
has determined (which determination shall be conclusive and binding absent manifest error) that Term 
SOFR for a term equal to the applicable Interest Period cannot be determined, unless Interpolated SOFR 
has been determined for such Interest Period. 

“Interest Period” means with respect to any Eurodollar Borrowing, the period commencing on 
the date of such Borrowing and ending on the numerically corresponding day in the calendar month that 
is one, two, three or six months [(or, with the consent of each Lender, twelve months)] thereafter, as 
the Borrower may elect; provided, that (i) if any Interest Period would end on a day other than a 
Business Day, such Interest Period shall be extended to the next succeeding Business Day unless, in the 
case of a Eurodollar Borrowing only, such next succeeding Business Day would fall in the next calendar 
month, in which case such Interest Period shall end on the next preceding Business Day and (ii) any 
Interest Period pertaining to a Eurodollar Borrowing that commences on the last Business Day of a 
calendar month (or on a day for which there is no numerically corresponding day in the last calendar 
month of such Interest Period) shall end on the last Business Day of the last calendar month of such 
Interest Period.  For purposes hereof, the date of a Borrowing initially shall be the date on which such 
Borrowing is made and, in the case of a Revolving Borrowing, thereafter shall be the effective date of 
the most recent conversion or continuation of such Borrowing. 

“Interpolated LIBO Rate” means, at any time, for any Interest Period, the rate per annum 
(rounded to the same number of decimal places as the LIBO Screen Rate) determined by the 
Administrative Agent (which determination shall be conclusive and binding absent manifest error) to be 
equal to the rate that results from interpolating on a linear basis between: (a) the LIBO Screen Rate for 
the longest period (for which the LIBO Screen Rate is available) that is shorter than the Impacted LIBO 
Rate Interest Period; and (b) the LIBO Screen Rate for the shortest period (for which that LIBO Screen 
Rate is available) that exceeds the Impacted LIBO Rate Interest Period, in each case, at such time. 

“Interpolated SOFR” means, at any time, for any Interest Period, the rate per annum 
determined by the Administrative Agent (which determination shall be conclusive and binding absent 
manifest error) to be equal to the rate that results from interpolating on a linear basis between: (a) 
Term SOFR for the longest period (for which Term SOFR is available) that is shorter than the Impacted 
SOFR Interest Period; and (b) Term SOFR for the shortest period (for which Term SOFR is available) 
that exceeds the Impacted SOFR Interest Period, in each case, at such time. 
 

“ISDA” means the International Swaps and Derivatives Association, Inc. or any successor 
thereto. 
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“LIBO Rate” means, with respect to any Eurodollar Borrowing for any Interest Period, the 
LIBO Screen Rate at approximately 11:00 a.m., London time, two Business Days prior to the 
commencement of such Interest Period; provided that if the LIBO Screen Rate shall not be available 
at such time for such Interest Period (an “Impacted LIBO Rate Interest Period”) then the LIBO Rate 
shall be the Interpolated LIBO Rate; provided, further, that if a Benchmark Replacement Date occurs 
with respect to the LIBO Rate, then the LIBO Rate shall be determined in accordance with the Section 
titled “Effect of Benchmark Discontinuance Event”. 

“LIBO Screen Rate” means, for any day and time, with respect to any Eurodollar Borrowing for 
any Interest Period, the London interbank offered rate as administered by ICE Benchmark 
Administration (or any other Person that takes over the administration of such rate) for a period equal 
in length to such Interest Period (“LIBOR”) as displayed on such day and time on pages LIBOR01 or 
LIBOR02 of the Reuters screen that displays such rate (or, in the event such rate does not appear on a 
Reuters page or screen, on any successor or substitute page on such screen that displays such rate, or 
on the appropriate page of such other information service that publishes such rate from time to time 
as selected by the Administrative Agent in its reasonable discretion); provided that if the LIBO Screen 
Rate as so determined would be less than zero, such rate shall be deemed to be zero for the purposes 
of this Agreement. 

“Reference Time” with respect to any determination of a Benchmark means (1) in the case of 
LIBOR, 11:00 a.m. (London time) on the day that is two London banking days preceding the date of 
such determination, (2) in the case of a forward-looking term SOFR, [as published at approximately 8 
a.m. (New York time)] on the day that is [two New York] business days preceding the date of such 
determination, and (3) in the case of any other Replacement Benchmark, [as of approximately 8 a.m. 
(New York time)] on the day that is [two New York] business days preceding the date of such 
determination. 

“Relevant Governmental Body” means the Federal Reserve Board and/or the Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York, or a committee officially endorsed or convened by the Federal Reserve Board 
and/or the Federal Reserve Bank of New York or any successor thereto. 

“Replacement Benchmark” means:  

(1) Term SOFR for the applicable Interest Period (or, if an Impacted SOFR Interest Period, the 
Interpolated SOFR Rate) as of the applicable Reference Time, plus the Replacement 
Benchmark Spread for the applicable Interest Period; provided that: 

(2) if the Administrative Agent determines on such Benchmark Reset Date (which determination 
shall be conclusive and binding absent manifest error) that the Replacement Benchmark 
cannot be determined in accordance with clause (1) above, then Compounded SOFR for the 
applicable Interest Period as of the applicable Reference Time, plus the Replacement 
Benchmark Spread for the applicable Interest Period[; provided, further, that: 

(3) if the Administrative Agent determines on such Benchmark Reset Date (which determination 
shall be conclusive and binding absent manifest error) that the Replacement Benchmark 
cannot be determined in accordance with clauses (1) or (2) above, then SOFR determined as 
of the applicable Reference Time, and which will remain in effect for the duration of the 
applicable Interest Period, plus the applicable Replacement Benchmark Spread; provided, 
further, that]: 

(4) if the Administrative Agent determines on such Benchmark Reset Date (which determination 
shall be conclusive and binding absent manifest error) that the Replacement Benchmark 
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cannot be determined in accordance with clause (1), (2) or (3) above, then the 
Administrative Agent and the Borrower shall endeavor to establish an alternate rate of 
interest to the Benchmark that gives due consideration (i) to any then prevailing market 
convention for determining a rate of interest as a replacement to the Benchmark for 
syndicated loans in the United States at such time or (ii) to any selection, endorsement or 
recommendation of a replacement rate or the mechanism for determining such a rate by 
the Relevant Governmental Body at such time.   

If the Replacement Benchmark as determined pursuant to clause (1), (2) or (3) above would be less 
than zero, such Replacement Benchmark shall be deemed to be zero for the purposes of this 
Agreement. 
 
 

“Replacement Benchmark Conforming Changes” means, with respect to any proposed 
Replacement Benchmark, any technical or operational changes [(including, for the avoidance of doubt, 
changes to the definition of “Interest Period”)], in the discretion of the Administrative Agent, to reflect 
the adoption of such Replacement Benchmark and to permit the administration thereof by the 
Administrative Agent in a manner substantially consistent with market practice (or, if the Administrative 
Agent determines that adoption of any portion of such market practice is not administratively feasible 
or that no market practice for the administration of the Replacement Benchmark exists, in such other 
manner of administration as the Administrative Agent determines is reasonably necessary in connection 
with the administration of this Agreement). 

 
“Replacement Benchmark Spread” means, on any day, 

(1) the spread adjustment, or method for calculating or determining such spread adjustment, 
(which may be a positive or negative value or zero) that shall have been selected, endorsed or 
recommended by the Relevant Governmental Body, to be added to the applicable replacement 
rate to account for the effects of the transition to the Replacement Benchmark for the 
applicable Interest Period and corresponding to the Corresponding Period, as of the applicable 
Reference Time, provided that: 
 

(2) if the Replacement Benchmark Spread cannot be determined in accordance with clause (1) 
above as of the applicable Reference Time, then the Replacement Benchmark Spread shall be 
the spread adjustment, or method for calculating or determining such spread adjustment, 
(which may be a positive or negative value or zero) that shall have been selected by ISDA as the 
spread adjustment for the fallback to [USD LIBOR in the 2006 ISDA Definitions][such 
Benchmark], for the applicable Interest Period and corresponding to the Corresponding Period, 
as of the applicable Reference Time; 
 

[in each case as displayed on a screen or other information service that publishes such Replacement 
Benchmark Spread from time to time as selected by the Administrative Agent in its reasonable 
discretion]. If the Replacement Benchmark Spread cannot be determined in accordance with clauses 
(1) or (2) above then it cannot be determined for purposes of clauses (1), (2) or (3) of the definition of 
“Replacement Benchmark”. 
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“SOFR” means the daily Secured Overnight Financing Rate provided by the Federal Reserve Bank 
of New York, as the administrator of the benchmark, (or a successor administrator) on the Federal 
Reserve Bank of New York’s Website. 
 

“Term SOFR” means the forward-looking term SOFR rate, for a term equal to the applicable 
Interest Period, that is selected, endorsed or recommended as the replacement for such LIBO Rate by 
the Relevant Governmental Body [in each case as displayed on a screen or other information service 
that publishes such rate from time to time as selected by the Administrative Agent in its reasonable 
discretion]. 
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Franchise Finance: Key Concepts and Provisions 

Jordan Myers, Partner, Alston & Bird LLP 

Franchising is a method of distributing products or services, whereby one party (franchisor) 

gives the other party (franchisee) the right to sell products or services using the intellectual 

property of the franchisor. In exchange for the right to use the intellectual property, the franchisee 

pays a royalty (and other fees) to the franchisor. The use of franchise systems is widespread, with 

over 800,000 franchise units in the United States, which contribute almost 9 million jobs and over 

$541 billion of gross domestic product.1 As the sophistication and size of franchisees continue to 

grow—there were more than twenty restaurant franchisees with revenues of at least $375 million 

in 20182—the size and sophistication of the credit facilities financing such franchisees continue to 

grow as well. While many of the terms of a franchise finance deal are similar to other secured 

financing transactions, there are several critical differences and important credit agreement terms, 

which are discussed herein.   

Collateral 

Franchise agreements typically prohibit a pledge of the equity of the franchisee and a lien 

on some or all of the assets of the franchisee (including an anti-assignment provision pursuant to 

which the franchisee’s rights under the franchise agreement may not be transferred without the 

franchisor’s prior written consent). These prohibitions are included in franchise agreements by 

franchisors in order to preserve (1) the franchisor’s control over determining qualified operators 

and (2) the franchisor’s brand (and the goodwill associated therewith). Lending to a franchisee 

poses unique credit risk in that the value of the enterprise is dependent upon the rights under the 

                                                
1 See The Economic Impact of Franchised Businesses, Volume IV, 2016, 
https://www.franchise.org/sites/default/files/Economic%20Impact%20of%20Franchised%20Businesses_Vol%20IV
_20160915.pdf. 
2 See Franchise Times, Restaurant 200, https://www.franchisetimes.com/Resources/Restaurant-200/.  
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franchise agreement (e.g., the right to use the franchisor’s intellectual property and proprietary 

rights), but the lender is unable to obtain a customary “all assets” lien.  

Understanding Section 9-408 of the Uniform Commercial Code is critical to this issue. 

Section 9-408 balances the desire of the franchisor to protect its brand with the need of the 

franchisee to obtain credit, by invalidating the anti-assignment provisions in a franchise 

agreement.3 In turn, Section 9-408 provides that the lender’s security interest is not enforceable 

against the franchisor, does not require the franchisor to recognize the security interest in the 

franchise agreement or accept payment or performance from the lender and does not entitle the 

lender to assume, use or assign the franchisee’s rights under the franchise agreement.4 Thus, the 

effect of Section 9-408 is that the lender cannot foreclose upon the rights under the franchise 

agreement and “step into the shoes” of the franchisee to operate the business, but the lender will 

retain a lien on the proceeds of the franchise agreement upon a sale.  

Proper attention to the collateral description in the security agreement should be given to 

protect the interests of all parties by correctly describing both the limits of the lender’s security 

interest, but also the rights that are retained by the lender by operation of Section 9-408. Ideally 

(from the lender’s perspective), the franchisor, franchisee and lender will also enter into a tri-party 

agreement, which clarifies each party’s respective rights. Lenders typically seek the following 

rights in a tri-party agreement: (1) an acknowledgment that its security interest attaches to the 

franchise agreement and related assets; (2) notice and opportunity to cure any default by the 

franchisee under the franchise agreement; (3) the ability to appoint a franchisor-approved operator 

upon the occurrence of an event of default under the credit agreement for an interim period; and 

(4) the ability to convey the franchise agreement to a successor franchisor-approved franchisee. In 

                                                
3 See U.C.C. § 9-408(a). 
4 See U.C.C. § 9-408(d). 
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any event, the lender must appreciate the role that the franchisor plays in any workout scenario 

and be willing to work closely with the franchisor, including ensuring payment of all or an agreed 

portion of royalty payments and other amounts due under the franchise documents.   

Representations and Warranties 

In addition to customary representations and warranties, franchise finance lenders typically 

require franchisees to disclose the existence of all franchise documents (including franchise 

agreements and area development agreements) and related store information (address, store 

number, etc.). Franchise borrowers are also required to confirm that such franchise documents are 

in full force and effect and that there are no existing defaults thereunder.  

Affirmative Covenants 

 The credit agreement should include an affirmative covenant requiring the franchisee to 

perform all material covenants under the franchise documents. Additionally, the lender will 

typically require notice of certain events related to the franchisee-franchisor relationship, 

including: 

• New franchise agreements or leases; 

• Progress under area development agreements; 

• Store remodels; 

• Defaults under franchise agreements, area development agreements or leases; and 

• Store closures. 

Negative Covenants 

Lenders are focused on ensuring that the franchise agreements are not materially modified 

and typically include in the credit agreement a prohibition on amending any franchise agreement 

in a manner that is materially adverse to the lender. Additionally, the lender may cap the number 

of stores that the franchisee can close during the term of the credit facility.   
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Financial Covenants 

 Most lower middle market franchise finance credit agreements will include maximum 

leverage ratio, minimum fixed charge coverage ratio and maximum capital expenditure covenants. 

As deal size increases, the maximum capital expenditure covenant and the fixed charge coverage 

ratio covenant fall away. The most sophisticated franchisees are able to take advantage of upper 

middle market / large cap terms, which do not include a maintenance financial covenant (or only 

test a leverage ratio when revolver usage exceeds a negotiated threshold).   

 Historically, lenders have tested leverage ratios on a lease-adjusted basis in franchise 

finance deals. Under this formulation, the borrower’s lease obligations are added back to EBITDA 

(thus, EBITDAR) in the denominator and also treated as funded indebtedness (typically, based on 

a calculation of 8x annual rent) and added to the numerator.    

 Additionally, capital expenditures are often bifurcated into growth capital expenditures, 

which are comprised of new store development capital expenditures (and, sometimes, existing 

store remodel capital expenditures), and maintenance capital expenditures, which are comprised 

of all other capital expenditures. The different types of capital expenditures are then treated 

differently in the fixed charge coverage ratio and maximum capital expenditure covenants. First, 

instead of deducting all unfinanced capital expenditures from EBITDA in the numerator of the 

fixed charge coverage ratio, the borrower may only be required to deduct maintenance capital 

expenditures from the numerator. Second, the maximum capital expenditure covenant may only 

track growth capital expenditures.      

Events of Default 

Finally, lenders should ensure that the failure to pay royalties or other amounts due under 

the franchise agreement, or the breach of any other provision of the franchise agreement that could 

lead to termination, constitute events of default under the credit agreement.   
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• General principle in credit agreements that all lenders with the same class or tranche of loans (e.g., 
revolving or term loan) will be treated on a ratable basis (i.e., in proportion to their hold).

• Payments made by a borrower to a particular class of loans, prior to an Event of Default, must be 
made on a pro rata basis to the lenders in that class based on the percentage of each such lender’s 
loans within that class (see Annex A – “Standard Pro Rata Treatment Provision”).

• Amounts received by an agent after an Event of Default has occurred must be applied in 
accordance with a waterfall that provides for pro rata treatment as well (see Annex A – “Standard 
Event of Default Waterfall”).

• If a lender receives more than its pro rata amount it is required to share the excess payment with 
the other lenders to achieve pro rata treatment (see Annex A – “Standard Pro Rata Sharing 
Provision”). 

• While there are often other provisions in credit agreements that provide for pro rata treatment - e.g., 
voluntary/mandatory prepayments - these three (Pro Rata Treatment, Event of Default Waterfall and 
Pro Rata Sharing) are generally the most important pro rata provisions.   

Pro Rata Treatment Principle – What is it?

2

Overview of Pro Rata Treatment and 
Amendment Provisions in Credit Agreements
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• Credit agreements typically provide that amendments may be made by a simple majority of lenders 
(often defined as “Required Lenders”), unless a “sacred right” of the lenders is being amended – in 
which case each affected lender or all lenders must consent.

• While reductions in principal or interest rate and maturity extensions are always sacred rights, 
changes to the pro rata provisions may not be (see Annex A – “Standard Amendment Provision”). 

Amendment Provisions in Credit Agreements

3

Overview of Pro Rata Treatment and 
Amendment Provisions in Credit Agreements

• A majority of the lenders of a class may amend the pro rata provisions in their favor, to the exclusion 
of the minority lenders in the class, resulting in a payment (or other transfer of value) to the majority 
lenders that is greater than their pro rata share.

Potential Issue if Majority Lenders Can Amend Pro Rata Provisions
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• A distressed debt investor with a large exposure in the company’s credit facility (36%) negotiated a 
restructuring amendment with the borrower and accumulated support from other lenders that 
aggregated to 60% of the credit facility (thereby constituting majority lenders).

• The restructuring elevated 75% of the claims of the majority lenders to a priority status in exchange 
for a debt-to-equity conversion for the other 25% of claims (i.e., debt reduction) and covenant relief.

• Minority/non-consenting lenders were not offered an opportunity to participate in the restructuring 
and market quotes on their debt decreased 90% as a result of restructuring.

• The bankruptcy judge from the prior LodgeNet case declined to hear a suit brought by the non-
consenting lenders seeking to block the amendment on the basis that it violated the plan of 
reorganization, calling the dispute “purely contractual” (and one that a non-bankruptcy court should 
decide).

2014: Sonifi Solutions Inc. (fka LodgeNet Interactive)

4

Examples of Majority Lenders Amending Pro 
Rata Sharing Provisions
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• Two distressed debt investors (holding 53% of the company’s credit facility) privately negotiated two 
amendments with the company that elevated the payment priority of their existing loans (and 
thereby subordinated the loans held by the minority lenders) in exchange for covenant relief.

• Minority lenders were not provided the opportunity to consent to the amendments that up-tiered the 
loans of majority/consenting lenders.

• Majority lenders also provided an incremental loan that was given first priority (resulting in a three-
tiered priority waterfall), the proceeds of which were required to be used to buy back the debt of the 
third-out tranche at 60 cents on the dollar or less.

• Minority lenders sued and ultimately obtained a favorable settlement (receiving the same deal that 
the majority lenders received through the amendments).

2017: NYDJ Apparel

5

Examples of Majority Lenders Amending Pro 
Rata Sharing Provisions
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• Company launched an amendment to all lenders that 1) allowed a new first-out term loan (provided 
by an existing lender with an 18% hold), 2) elevated that lender’s existing 18% hold to first-out 
status, 3) extended the maturity of the consenting lenders’ (now second-out) loans, 4) pushed non-
consenting lenders into a third-out position, and 5) stripped covenants (other than for new first-out 
lender).

• Consenting lenders were offered a partial paydown; non-consenting lenders were not.

• A group of minority lenders initially opposed, but amendment ultimately signed by 100% of the 
lenders.

2018: [Leading National Provider of Bedside Diagnostic Services]

6

Examples of Majority Lenders Amending Pro 
Rata Sharing Provisions (continued)
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• Most middle market credit agreements include amendments to all the pro rata provisions in a credit 
agreement as a sacred right of the lenders (i.e., all/affected lenders must consent to changes of the 
pro rata provisions).

• However, in larger widely-syndicated loans, according to Covenant Review and Xtract:

• ~15-30% of the credit agreements they have reviewed do not include amendments to any
of the three common pro rata provisions as a sacred right

• ~60-70% include amendments to some but not all of these pro rata sharing provisions as a 
sacred right

• only ~5-15% fully protect lenders from changes to the pro rata provisions

Current Market Treatment of Pro Rata Provisions

7

Current Market Treatment
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• An alternative approach some Lenders have proposed provides that all affected lenders must 
consent to amendments to the pro rata provisions, but a lender will not be considered an “affected 
lender” if it is offered the opportunity to receive the favorable treatment resulting from the change 
in the pro rata provision (See Annex A – “Alternative Approach”).

Effect: preserves flexibility to amend pro rata provisions with a majority lender vote without 
discriminating against minority lenders (who are given opportunity to join the majority lenders).

Alternative Approach

8

Alternative Approach
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• Borrower in financial distress 

• Loan trades at a substantial discount

• Presence of distressed investors, especially when accumulating larger positions

• Small group of lenders comprise Majority Lenders (elevated risk when these parties bought positions at a discount)

• Lack of a strong relationship between Lenders and Sponsor

• “Rent-an-Agent”, weak Agent or no Agent consent requirement

• Lack of contractual lender protections regarding pro rata provisions

• Loose borrower / sponsor buyback provisions

Certain risk factors can be an indicator of a situation where these provisions can 
be of greater concern:

9

Increased Risk Conditions to Monitor / 
Potential Mitigants

• Loan does not trade at a substantial discount

• Composition of bank group

• Being the Agent, with Agent consent rights. For participations, presence of Agent consent rights helps but may not 
be sufficient protection on its own.

• Strong relationship with the Sponsor

Certain higher risk conditions can be mitigated by the following:
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Annex A: Relevant Credit Agreement 
Provisions

Standard Pro Rata Treatment Provision

• Except to the extent otherwise provided herein… each payment or prepayment of principal of Loans by the Borrower [prior to an Event of Default] shall be 
made for the account of Lenders pro rata in accordance with the respective unpaid principal amounts of the Loans held by them…

Standard Event of Default Waterfall

• After the exercise of remedies provided for in Section __ [Remedies Upon Event of Default], any amounts received on account of the Obligations shall be 
applied by the Agent in the following order:… Fourth, to that portion of the Obligations constituting unpaid principal of the Loans, ratably among the 
Lenders…

Standard Pro Rata Sharing Provision

• If any Lender shall… obtain payment in respect of any principal of… its Loans [either prior to or after an Event of Default]… resulting in such Lender 
receiving payment of a proportion of the aggregate amount of its Loans… greater than its pro rata share thereof…, then the Lender receiving such greater 
proportion shall… make such… adjustments… so that the benefit of all such payments shall be shared by the Lenders ratably in accordance with the 
aggregate amount of principal of… their Loans…

Standard Amendment Provision

• Neither this [Credit] Agreement nor any provision hereof may be waived, amended, or modified except pursuant to an agreement… entered into by the 
Borrower and the Required Lenders [i.e., majority of lenders]… provided that no such agreement shall… (ii) reduce the principal amount of any Loan… or 
reduce the rate of interest thereon… without the written consent of each Lender adversely affected thereby; (iii) postpone the scheduled date of payment of 
the principal amount of any Loan… without the written consent of each Lender adversely affected thereby; (iv) change Sections ________ [one or more of 
the three Pro Rata Provisions above may be referenced] in a manner that would alter the pro rata sharing of payments required thereby, without the written 
consent of each Lender adversely affected thereby;…

Alternative Approach

• No amendment or waiver of, or …other modification… to, any Loan Document… or any provision thereof, and no consent with respect to… any such Loan 
Document, shall be effective unless the same shall be in writing and signed by the Required Lenders [i.e., majority of lenders]… and the Borrower…; 
provided, however, that no such waiver, amendment… or consent shall, unless in writing and signed by all the Lenders directly and adversely affected 
thereby…, in addition to the Required Lenders… and the Borrower, do any of the following:

(iv) (A) change or have the effect of changing  the priority or pro rata treatment of any payments (including voluntary and mandatory prepayments), Liens, 
proceeds of Collateral or reductions in Commitments (including as a result in whole or in part of allowing the issuance or incurrence, pursuant to this 
Agreement or otherwise, of new loans or other Indebtedness having any priority over any of the Obligations in respect of payments, Liens, Collateral or 
proceeds of Collateral, in exchange for any Obligations or otherwise),… it being agreed that… only those Lenders  that  have not been provided a 
reasonable opportunity…to receive the most-favorable treatment  under or in connection with the applicable amendment, waiver or supplement described 
in the preceding clause (iv)… that is provided to  any  other Person, including the opportunity to participate on a pro rata basis on the same terms in any 
new loans or other Indebtedness permitted to be issued as a result of such amendment, waiver or supplement, shall be deemed to be directly and 
adversely affected by such amendment, waiver or supplement.

This provision is omitted in ~15-30% of larger widely-
syndicated deals, and doesn’t reference all 3 pro rata provisions 
above in ~60-70% of deals.

10
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A.  THE BASICS

• Under the old 956 tax rule, adverse tax consequences could arise if a foreign 

subsidiary provided credit support for a US Borrower’s loan obligations due to 

the “956 Deemed Dividends Rule” (“956”). 

• 956 was enacted as an anti-avoidance measure to ensure that earnings and 

profits of controlled foreign corporations (“CFCs”) would be subject to U.S. tax 

when repatriated via (1) a dividend, (2) a direct loan to a U.S. parent 

company, or (3) credit support in the form of pledges and guarantees. To 

comply with 956, credit agreements of U.S. companies with international 

subsidiaries restrict CFCs from becoming guarantors or granting liens over 

their assets, and limit any stock pledges to less than 66 2/3% of the voting 

stock of such CFCs to secure the loan, since the 956 Deemed Dividends Rule 

could otherwise be triggered and give rise to U.S. tax liability. 

•

3

B.  NEW TAX RULES

• New proposed regulations (the “Proposed Regulations”) issued on October 
31, 2018 by the Internal Revenue Service (the “IRS”) and the Treasury 
Department will, if finalized, and subject to certain exceptions, eliminate the 
adverse tax consequences of the “956 Deemed Dividends Rule.

• As a result, Lenders may have the opportunity to expand their collateral 
packages by obtaining:

• 100% stock pledges of foreign subs

• Guaranties of foreign subs

• Foreign collateral

4
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C.  WHAT NOW?

• Slow your roll, it is not that simple!

• Certain local foreign law requirements may impose time consuming and costly 
regulatory hurdles, such as licensing approvals, legal formalities, filing and 
perfection requirements, as well as possible withholding tax implications and 
enforcement risks.

5

D.  LICENSING REQUIREMENTS

• Does your lender need a banking license in the foreign jurisdiction before 
making loans or obtaining foreign credit support?

• In certain E.U. countries, such as France and Italy, foreign banks must 
obtain licenses to carry out lending operations.  

1. In France there are different rules for banks and non-banks and the 
lender must be either (i) licensed as a credit institution (établissement de 
crédit) or financial institution (société de financement) in France or (ii) 
authorized as a credit institution through an E.U. passport (i.e. licensed in 
another E.U. country and passported in France).

6
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D.  LICENSING REQUIREMENTS (CONT’D)

• In Germany, the position is more nuanced. If a U.S. lender specifically targets 
the German market, a license is required; however, not so, if loans are 
granted at the borrower client’s own initiative. A banking license is generally 
not required for a U.S. lender if it provides loans only to U.S. borrowers and 
such loans are supported by guaranties and/or security interests in a German 
subsidiary’s assets.

• Many non-E.U. countries have even more disparate treatment beyond typical  
lending license requirements:

• In Taiwan, in addition to obtaining the relevant regulatory authorizations, 
foreign lenders may also be required to establish a local branch in order to 
pursue lending operations on a repeat basis.

7

D.  LICENSING REQUIREMENTS (CON’T)

• In China, a local borrower’s ability to access foreign loans may be subject to 
an approved foreign-debt quota, calculated under the supervision of the State 
Administration of Foreign Exchange. 

• In the UAE, U.S. lenders need to comply with other requirements such as 
hiring local employees.

• Certain categories of lenders may also be exempt from local licensing 
requirements, such as lending institutions lending money to Singapore 
corporations or LLPs. 

• Given the nuanced licensing requirements for foreign jurisdictions, lenders 
should consult regulatory counsel in the relevant jurisdiction.

8
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E.  ABILITY OF A U.S. LENDER TO TAKE A SECURITY INTEREST 
IN FOREIGN ASSETS 

• Unlike the U.S., many jurisdictions have limitations on obtaining blanket liens 
and most do not have an underlying commercial law akin to the Uniform 
Commercial Code (“UCC”).  

• In some countries, a lender’s security interest is restricted to specific assets or 
classes of charged assets, and a lender’s ability to take security over future 
assets may be subject to certain conditions or notification requirements. 

• In many jurisdictions, perfection and priority are governed by numerous 
statutes and common law rules, with some security agreements requiring 
notarization in order to be effective. 

9

E.  ABILITY OF A U.S. LENDER TO TAKE A SECURITY INTEREST 
IN FOREIGN ASSETS (CON’T)

• In France, other than the pledge over business undertakings (nantissement de 
fonds de commerce), each security interest only covers one type of asset and 
no blanket security and/or debenture over all assets is available. Specific 
formalities apply to each category of pledged assets.  However, it is possible 
to have a master agreement which allows a grant of multiple security over 
multiple assets under common terms and conditions agreed in such master 
agreement. Supplemental agreements may be required to be signed for 
certain assets to ensure validity or enforceability. Restatement of all or part of 
such terms and conditions through a supplemental agreement may be 
required under certain circumstances (especially with respect to security over 
real estate assets where the French notaries may require such an additional 
agreement).

10
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• Under German law, it is not possible to grant a security interest over any and 
all assets of a company, such as a floating change, by a single instrument. A 
similar effect can, however, be achieved if security is being taken over 
(substantially) all assets by individual security agreements. Security over 
different kinds of assets could be created in the same agreement. 

• Security over inventory, fixtures and equipment is usually created by way of 
a security transfer agreement (does not require notarization). 

• Security over a bank account and cash deposited therein as well as 
securities accounts is typically created by way of an account pledge (does 
not require notarization). The account holding bank needs to be notified of 
the pledge in order for it to be valid.

11

E.  ABILITY OF A U.S. LENDER TO TAKE A SECURITY INTEREST 
IN FOREIGN ASSETS (CON’T)

E.  ABILITY OF A U.S. LENDER TO TAKE A SECURITY INTEREST 
IN FOREIGN ASSETS (CON’T)

• In Italy, it is complicated.

• Security over accounts is limited to a date certain and notice of the 
assignment/pledge must be given to (or acceptance given by) underlying 
account debtor with a mean bearing a date certain at law (data certa) (such 
as notarization made by a court bailiff or by certified e-mail (PEC), or 
acceptance certified by a notary public

• Because the agreement is limited to a certain date, it must be refreshed 
from time to time to cover after acquired property.

12
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13

In Germany it is typical to have 
separate security agreements for 
each asset class. To create an 
effective security interest, the 
security agreement should describe 
the collateral with specificity, 
though it is generally possible to 
grant security over future assets 
without ongoing amendments to the 
security agreement to describe such 
assets. 

E.  ABILITY OF A U.S. LENDER TO TAKE A SECURITY INTEREST 
IN FOREIGN ASSETS (CON’T)

• In Mexico, it is possible to take a blanket security over all assets (certain 
statutory limitations may apply over assets such as government permits, 
licenses and certain concession rights). This can be done by a general 
mortgage (hipoteca industrial) or by means of affecting all the obligor’s assets 
into a trust.  Such blanket security may include current and after acquired 
assets.

• In order to be perfected, and thus be effective against third parties (i.e. 
another lender claiming a priority lien), the general mortgage or trust must be 
recorded as follows: 

• Trusts must be recorded in the Movable Assets Guaranty Registry (“RUG”) 
(Mexican equivalent of UCC registry), and any transfer of real estate rights 
must also be recorded in the Public Property Registry. 

E.  ABILITY OF A U.S. LENDER TO TAKE A SECURITY INTEREST 
IN FOREIGN ASSETS (CON’T)

• Non-possessory pledge agreements, must be recorded in the RUG. 

• Pledge Agreements over shares must be recorded in the corporate record 
and Ministry of Economy electronic registry and the share certificates must 
be endorsed and delivered to the lender. 

• Any form of security granted in Mexico is subject to court challenges. A lender 
may not repossess the collateral in any case without guarantor’s consent or 
court order. Any judicial procedure necessary to foreclose may take many 
months and may be subject to appeal and amparo proceedings (constitutional 
review).  Furthermore, any Mexican borrower or guarantor may discharge its 
obligations by paying sums due in Mexican currency at the rate of exchange 
published by Banco de México in Mexico as in effect on the date such 
payment is made.

14

in foreign assets:
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E.  ABILITY OF A U.S. LENDER TO TAKE A SECURITY INTEREST 
IN FOREIGN ASSETS (CON’T)

• In the U.K. the principal types of security which may be taken under English 

law are (1) fixed charges, (2) floating charges, (3) mortgages (legal or 

equitable), and (4) assignments by way of security.

• English law permits lenders to take "all assets" security, whereby a lender 
takes a combination of fixed and floating charges over substantially all of a 

borrower's assets.  The legal document which effects this is known as a 

"debenture".

• In terms of priority, lenders holding fixed charges will rank first on insolvency, 

although only in respect of the funds realized by the assets over which they 
have a fixed charge.  If a fixed charge lender is still owed money following the 

realization of the fixed charge asset, it will either have to rely on its floating 

security (if any) or become an unsecured creditor in respect of his remaining 

debt.

•

15

E.  ABILITY OF A U.S. LENDER TO TAKE A SECURITY INTEREST 
IN FOREIGN ASSETS (CON’T)

• Floating charges on the U.K. rank behind fixed charges, the liquidator and 
administrators’ costs and preferential debts (such as employee’s wages up to 
an amount prescribed by statute).  Furthermore, up to £600,000 of assets 
otherwise distributable to lenders with floating changes must be ring-fenced 
for distribution to unsecured creditors.

• Fixed charges require the lender to exercise absolute and unfettered dominion 
and control over the collateral which makes it impossible to take over certain 
classes of assets (e.g. inventory) and challenging to take over other classes of 
assets (e.g. receivables or bank accounts).

16
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F.  PRACTICAL COST CONSIDERATIONS

• Even if a lender can legally get a security interest, there are often logistical 
and cost considerations.

• In the U.K. if certain types of charges created by companies registered in 
England and Wales or Northern Ireland are not presented to the Registrar of 
Companies within 21 days after creation of the charges, together with a 
certified copy of the relevant instrument (if any) and a statement of the 
prescribed particulars and the fee, the charges will be void against any 
liquidator, administrator or creditor of the relevant company, unless an 
extension of the period for registration is obtained. 

• In Mexico, all security documents are subject to local notarization, with notary 
fees often based on the amount of the guaranteed obligations, adding 
procedural delays and significant transaction costs. 

• In the Netherlands, a lender will need works council approval.
17

G.  ABILITY OF U.S. LENDER TO RECEIVE GUARANTEE

• U.S. lenders wishing to obtain guaranties from foreign subsidiaries should be 
aware of the local corporate benefit and financial assistance rules in the 
context of acquisition financing. The corporate benefit test is applied widely 
across jurisdictions, though different standards may apply to such evaluation.

• A German stock corporation (AG) must not grant financial assistance either in 
the form of a loan or credit support by way of a guarantee or other security for 
the purpose of acquiring its shares. As a consequence, a German obligor 
incorporated as a stock corporation (AG) is effectively prohibited from granting 
upstream or cross-stream security/guarantees (i.e. it can only secure its own 
debt and debt of its subsidiaries); and subsidiaries of such AG can grant 
upstream/cross-stream security for the debt of that AG and of other 
subsidiaries of that AG but not beyond.

18
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G.  ABILITY OF U.S. LENDER TO RECEIVE GUARANTEE

• In Belgium, the granting of such types of guarantees must form part of the 
corporate purpose (as set out in the articles of association of the Belgian 
entity) and be in the corporate interest of the guaranteeing company (a mere 
group interest is not sufficient). The corporate interest test is met when the 
guarantor itself derives a benefit from the transaction and the amount 
guaranteed is not disproportionate to the benefit derived or to the financial 
means available to the guarantor.  Although the law does not require that the 
obligations of a company be limited to a percentage of its net assets, in 
practice, limitation language is often included.

19

G.  ABILITY OF U.S. LENDER TO RECEIVE GUARANTEE (CON’T)
• Mexican subsidiaries may guarantee obligations of a U.S. borrower. It is 

important to confirm that the by-laws of such subsidiary expressly authorize it 
to guarantee third-party obligations.  No “financial assistance rules” would 
apply under Mexican law

• Under English law, the board of directors an English company must act in the 
best interests of the company of which they are directors, for instance in the 
interests of its associated companies or the group of which it is a member as 
a whole. In essence, an upstream guarantee may be acceptable if the client’s 
board of directors can honestly reach the conclusion that the giving of the 
guarantee will bring real benefit to the company or their actions are ratified by 
a resolution of all the shareholders of the company. Financial assistance is 
prohibited in circumstances where (1) a person is proposing to buy shares in a 
public company and financial assistance is given by that public company or 
one of its subsidiaries (whether public or private) or (2) a person is proposing 
to buy shares in a private company and financial assistance is given by a 
public subsidiary of that private company 20
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G.  ABILITY OF U.S. LENDER TO RECEIVE GUARANTEE (CON’T)

• Financial assistance rules in France prohibit French companies registered as 
SA (société anonyme) or SAS (société par actions simplifiée) from providing a 
guarantee/security in view of financing the acquisition of its own shares or the 
shares of other group members which are direct or indirect shareholders of 
the French company. There is no way to avoid such restrictions; the lending 
and the security structure of the acquisition must be fine-tuned to comply with 
this prohibition and criminal sanctions result if the prohibition is violated. 
Contracts entered into in violation of this principal may also be declared void.

21

H.  THIN CAP RULES
• Although not strictly an obstacle to granting upstream credit support, thin capitalization 

rules may limit the deductibility of tax on interest incurred on debt of a foreign borrower 
that is guaranteed by related parties. Thin-capitalization rules are complex and expect 
local foreign tax advice should be in the context of any cross-border funding. 

• In France, for example, to the extent that the debt of a French company is guaranteed by 
its subsidiaries, that debt is subject to thin capitalization limitations on interest 
deductibility, capped at the higher of 30% of taxable income and €3 million. Where the 
debt-to-equity ratio of the borrower is lower than 1.5:1.00, these thresholds are lowered to 
10% and €1 million, respectively.

• In the UK, borrowers are subject to a corporate interest restriction, broadly limiting 
deductible interest to 30% of EBITDA, calculated in accordance with the UK tax code. 
Challenges to thin-capitalization brought by the UK revenue and customs department are 
based on transfer pricing rules. In Mexico, interest payments made by a Mexican resident 
company on a loan from a foreign related party are non-deductible if the debt-equity ratio 
exceeds 3:1.

22
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I.  RECOGNITION OF U.S. CHOICE OF LAW PROVISIONS AND 
ENFORCEMENT OF U.S. JUDGMENTS 

• If you have a N.Y. law-governed pledge or guaranty, what do you need to 
consider to enforce your remedies under local law

• Generally, as a matter of private international law, foreign courts will enforce a 
choice of law provision, provided that it does not contradict mandatory rules of 
the relevant jurisdiction or is incompatible with public policy. However, this 
golden rule, established by the Rome Convention (article 3 section 1 of 
regulation (EC) no. 593/2008 (Rome I) a contract shall be governed by the law 
chosen by the parties), may have a more limited application in the context of 
secured transactions. 

23

I.  RECOGNITION OF U.S. CHOICE OF LAW PROVISIONS AND 
ENFORCEMENT OF U.S. JUDGMENTS (CON’T)

• Under French law security, as in most civil law countries, there is a distinction 
between the following:

• personal guarantee (i.e. a commitment to pay the payment obligation of a 
third party) which may be governed (1) French law (and therefore can take 
the form of a guarantee (cautionnement) or a first demand guarantee 
(garantie à première demande) as set out above) or (2) by any other law, 
including N.Y. law provided that the borrower or the guarantor is a party to 
a facility agreement or a guarantee which is governed by such law; and

• in rem security for which security agreements shall be governed by the law 
applicable to the jurisdiction where the assets/property granted as security 
are physically located (i.e. French law) (consistent with lex rei sitae
principles applicable in many jurisdiction).

24
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I.  RECOGNITION OF U.S. CHOICE OF LAW PROVISIONS AND 
ENFORCEMENT OF U.S. JUDGMENTS (CON’T)

• The submission of the loan documentation (i.e. loan agreement and 
guarantee) to the jurisdiction of the New York State Court located in the city of 
New York would be valid and binding under French private international law if 
submission to N.Y. law is valid under N.Y. law and unless choice of N.Y. law is 
fraudulent. Certain mandatory French or European law rules (lois de police) 
may nevertheless apply despite the submission to New York law. 

• As stated above, in rem security relating to assets located in France must be 
submitted to French law and to the jurisdiction of French courts pursuant to 
lex rei sitae principles and to the lex fori.

25

I.  RECOGNITION OF U.S. CHOICE OF LAW PROVISIONS AND 
ENFORCEMENT OF U.S. JUDGMENTS (CON’T)

• An English court will not apply a chosen foreign law if (1) it is not pleaded and 
proved, (2) to do so would be contrary to the mandatory rules of English law 
or manifestly incompatible with English public policy, or (3) the choice is not 
valid under the chosen law.

• The judgment of a U.S. court with respect to N.Y. law-governed loan 
documents may or may not be enforced in the local jurisdiction.

• In Australia, a judgment rendered by a U.S. court having jurisdiction 
recognized by an Australian court, for a readily calculable or fixed sum, 
would be recognized and enforced without a re-examination of the merits, 
subject to considerations of natural justice, public policy or fraud. 

26
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I.  RECOGNITION OF U.S. CHOICE OF LAW PROVISIONS AND 
ENFORCEMENT OF U.S. JUDGMENTS (CON’T)

• In Belgium, prior to enforcing a foreign judgment, the courts will consider a 
multitude of factors, including whether (1) the judgment violates public policy 
or is irreconcilable with a Belgian precedent or a prior foreign judgment that is 
amendable to recognition in Belgium, or (2) if a claim in Belgium had been 
previously initiated between the same parties and is still pending. 

• In China, a judgment rendered by a U.S. court will neither be recognized nor 
enforced because there is no bilateral judicial assistance treaty in place, or 
precedents of reciprocity, 

• In England, a U.S. court judgment may be recognized according to common 
law principles and enforced by methods generally available for enforcement of 
English judgments.

27

J.  AGENT OR TRUSTEE AS THE SECURED PARTY

• On U.S. syndicated deals, we are accustomed to the administrative or 
collateral agent holding security of the loan parties for the benefit of the 
secured lender group, and having the power to enforce such security on their 
behalf. 

• Many common law jurisdictions such as England, Australia and Canada allow 
for agented syndicated deals. 

• In Germany and Belgium, it is common to create a parallel debt structure for 
certain types of security, whereby the security agent is owed a “parallel” and 
equal debt to that owed to the secured parties. In Italy, parallel debt structures 
are not recognized and therefore the debt must be held directly by the 
creditor. 

• The French Civil Code expressly allows security to be held by a security 
agent, however, this mechanism was recently introduced and therefore 
practitioners and French banks have not as yet adopted a unified standard for 
its application 28
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K.  WITHHOLDING TAX IMPLICATIONS 

• Many foreign jurisdictions impose withholding tax on interest and fees paid by 
a foreign subsidiary in the relevant jurisdiction to U.S. lenders. The amount of 
such withholding tax may be reduced or eliminated where tax treaties exist 
between the U.S. and the relevant jurisdiction. For example, in Canada, a 
treaty was signed in 2007 to eliminate withholding taxes on non-related party 
interest expense. 

• As a bank located and acting through the U.S. would generally not be subject 
to French withholding tax on interest payments based on French domestic 
law, no specific filings or prior authorization would be required to avail itself of 
the benefits of the double tax treaty between France and the U.S.

29

L.  ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING LAWS

• Originating loans to foreign entities MAY make a U.S. bank subject to local 
Anti-Money Laundering (“AML”) or other Financial Crimes Compliance laws 
AND requirements (including sanctions and anti-corruption laws).

• According to the German Anti Money Laundering Act (Geldwäschegesetz -
Section 2 para 1 No. 1), German branch offices 
(Zweigstellen/Zweigniederlassungen) of non-German credit institutions are 
subject to German AML compliance obligations when originating loans. 
Conversely, the origination of loans by non-German credit institutions not 
maintaining such German branches does not fall within the scope of German 
AML legislation.

• In Mexico, where a U.S. bank customarily grants loans to Mexican parties, 
Mexican AML requirements will need to be observed, including registration 
with the Vulnerable Activities Registry and filings of such activity with the 
Financial Intelligence Unit. Similarly in Italy, local AML law applies to non-E.U. 
banks authorized to operate in Italy without a branch. 30
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M.  PRIVACY/DATA CONCERNS

• Lending to corporate entities within the United Kingdom does not trigger the 

requirements of the General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”) which 

applies to processing of data for individual data subjects within the E.U. only. 

If any guarantees for such lending were provided by individuals, the 

processing of that data would likely be subject to the GDPR which provides 

wide-ranging protections for and notifications to individual data subjects.

31

N.  BANKRUPTCY AND CREDITORS RIGHTS

• The laws and proceedings of each foreign jurisdiction govern the types of 
enforcement actions and remedies that are available to lenders in an 
insolvency. Since insolvency laws are not standardized across borders, 
lenders need to be mindful of and assess such particularities with input from 
local foreign insolvency counsel ahead of taking guarantees and security in 
the relevant jurisdiction. 

• In France, the order of priority of claims of creditors can vary depending on 
the insolvency procedure and the type of claim. Certain privileged creditors, 
including salaried employees and the tax administration rank ahead of 
secured creditors, and it is generally rare to see secured creditors recover 
significant portions of their claims. Furthermore, there is no established case 
law determining the validity of subordination and intercreditor agreements 
which could be successfully challenged in an insolvency context.

32
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• Any presentation by a Jones Day lawyer or employee should not be 
considered or construed as legal advice on any individual matter or 
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I. Introduction 

 Generally accepted accounting principles in the United States of America (“GAAP”) are 

in the midst of a transition period in two significant areas.  The first is an update to how companies 

recognize revenue under GAAP.  The second is a change to how operating leases are reflected on 

a GAAP balance sheet.  Both of these changes flow through loan agreements in various places.  

As a result, it is important that secured lending attorneys be aware of the changes and the potential 

impact to their transactions.   

 In this paper, we will describe the changes to lease accounting under GAAP.  Then we will 

summarize the updates to revenue recognition under GAAP.  Finally, we will describe practical 

implications for secured lending transactions. 

II. Lease Accounting GAAP Changes 

 On February 25, 2016, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (“FASB”) issued 

Accounting Standards Update No. 2016-02, Leases (Topic 842) (as amended from time to time, 

“ACS 842”).  ACS 842 requires operating leases to be recorded on the balance sheet of financial 

statements.  The requirements set forth in ACS 842 went into effect for public companies on 

January 1, 2019, and will go into effect for private companies on January 1, 2020.   

 Although FASB collaborated with the International Accounting Standards Board (“IASB”) 

on the proposed changes to lease accounting, FASB and IASB were not able to agree on a common 

approach to lease accounting and issued different standards.  As a result, leases are treated 

differently under GAAP and International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”).  This paper 

focuses on the GAAP standards for lease accounting, not the IRFS standards.   
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 ACS 842 is intended to improve financial reporting of lease transactions.  These new 

standards are intended to offer a more complete overview of the economic position of a company 

that obtains access to capital in the form of a lease, by putting all lease assets and liabilities on the 

company’s balance sheet.  The additional lease disclosures required by ACS 842 are also intended 

to reduce the impact of off-balance sheet lease accounting.  This is in direct response to a Securities 

and Exchange Commission staff report issued in 2005 regarding the problems of off-balance sheet 

financing, where the SEC identified leasing as the largest type of off-balance sheet financing 

transaction.1   

 The core concept of ACS 842 is that “a lessee should recognize the assets and liabilities 

that arise from leases.”2  As a result, all leases (other than leases of less than 12 months in duration) 

are recorded on the balance sheet as a right-of-use asset and an offsetting liability.  This includes 

all operating leases, in addition to finance leases.3   

 For each of a company’s capital and operating leases, the company will be required to 

recognize on the balance sheet the liability associated with the lease together with a corresponding 

right-of-use asset.  The amount of the liability is to be calculated as the present value of the lease 

payments due over the term of the lease.   

 Although all leases are now required to be on the balance sheet, GAAP did retain the 

classification difference between finance leases and operating leases for other accounting 

purposes, such as the income statement.  As a result, the accounting treatment of leases for 

purposes of the income statement is relatively unchanged under ACS 842.  The methodology for 

                                                
1 See Report and Recommendations Pursuant to Section 401(c) of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 On Arrangements 
with Off-Balance Sheet Implications, Special Purpose Entities, and Transparency of Filings by Issuers.  
2 See FASB Accounting Standards Update No. 202016-02, May 2016, Leases (Topic 842), at 2. 
3 Under ACS 842, given that all leases are now capitalized, FASB refers to “capital leases” as finance leases. 
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determining if a lease is a finance lease has remained the same as well.  As stated in ACS 842, a 

lease is a finance lease if it meets any of the following criteria: 

• “The lease transfers ownership of the underlying asset to the lessee by the end of the lease 

term. 

• The lease grants the lessee an option to purchase the underlying asset that the lessee is 

reasonably certain to exercise. 

• The lease term is for the major part of the remaining economic life of the underlying asset. 

• The present value of the sum of the lease payments and any residual value guaranteed by 

the lessee that is not already reflected in the lease payments…equals or exceeds 

substantially all of the fair value of the underlying asset. 

• The underlying asset is of such a specialized nature that it is expected to have no alternative 

use to the lessor at the end of the lease term.”4 

 ACS 842 is a significant change in lease accounting that will result in substantially more 

lease liabilities being recorded on the balance sheet.  Next we will discuss another significant 

change to GAAP – revenue recognition.    

III. Revenue Recognition GAAP Changes 

 On May 28, 2014, the FASB issued Accounting Standards Update No. 2014-09, Revenue 

from Contracts with Customers (Topic 606) (as amended from time to time, “ACS 606”).  ACS 

606 modifies how companies are to recognize revenue under GAAP.  The requirements set forth 

                                                
4 Id. at 30-31. 
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in ACS 606 went into effect for public companies on January 1, 2018, and for private companies 

on January 1, 2019.   

 The new revenue recognition standards issued by FASB were part of a joint project with 

the IASB to develop a consistent methodology for revenue recognition applicable to GAAP and 

IFRS.  As a result, revenue recognition is now treated in the same manner under both GAAP and 

IFRS.   

 FASB has provided various reasons for enacting ACS 606.  These reasons include:  

• “Improve inconsistencies and weaknesses in the existing revenue recognition standards.  

• Create a stronger framework for revenue recognition across industries.   

• Improve the ability to compare financial reporting between public and provide companies 

and across industries.   

• Improve disclosure requirements to make financial statements more useful.   

• Reduce the number of revenue recognition requirements to simplify financial statement 

preparation.”5 

 As part of these new standards, FASB has removed the industry specific standards for 

revenue recognition that were previously required in industries such as real estate and software.  

FASB’s goal is to create a common revenue recognition framework to evaluate transactions across 

industries in order to improve comparability across industries and simplify revenue recognition 

                                                
5 See FASB Accounting Standards Update No. 2014-09, May 2014, Revenue from Contracts with Customers (Topic 
606), at 1. 
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accounting standards.  In addition, these new standards provide guidance for transactions that did 

not previously have direct guidance, including service contracts.  

 FASB’s new revenue recognition standards apply to all contracts with customers and 

transfers of nonfinancial assets.  A “customer” includes any “party that has contracted with a 

company to obtain a good or service that is an output of the company’s ordinary activities in 

exchange for consideration.”6  However, these revenue recognition standards do not apply to lease 

contracts, insurance contracts, financial instruments, guaranties, and non-monetary exchanges 

between companies within the same line of business. 

 The core concept underlying revenue recognition is that an entity “should recognize 

revenue to depict the transfer of promised goods or services to customers in an amount that reflects 

the consideration to which the entity expects to be entitled in exchange for those goods or 

services.”7  Moreover, revenue is recognized when control of the good or service is transferred to 

the customer.  FASB defines “control” as “the ability to direct the use of, and obtain substantially 

all benefits from, the asset.”8  Control can either transfer over time or at a point in time. 

 ACS 606 enacts a new five-step method for evaluating (a) when to recognize revenue in 

financial statements and (b) the amount of revenue that should be recognized in financial 

statements.  This five-step method replaces hundreds of industry and transaction specific 

guidelines for revenue recognition.   

 The five steps in ACS 606 are:9 

                                                
6 Id. at 19. 
7 Id. at 2. 
8 Id. at 28. 
9 Id. at 2. 
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• Identify the contract with a customer. 

• Identify the performance obligations in the contract. 

• Determine the transaction price. 

• Allocate the transaction price to the performance obligations in the contract. 

• Recognize revenue when (or as) the entity satisfies a performance obligation. 

 A deep dive into the mechanics of each of these five steps is beyond the scope of this paper.  

For our purposes, it is sufficient to understand that this new five step method can impact the 

financial model upon which the financial covenants in a loan agreement are based as well as the 

calculations of those financial covenants, as set forth below.     

IV. Practical Implications. 

 The changes to lease accounting and revenue recognition may impact financial calculations 

in loan agreements.  As a result, it is important to understand where these changes may impact the 

loan agreement, the type of GAAP used to create the financial model upon which the financial 

covenants and other calculations in the loan agreement were based, and the type of GAAP required 

to be used under the loan agreement for calculating financial calculations on an ongoing basis.     

 The changes to GAAP lease accounting may impact the following provisions of a loan 

agreement: 

• Indebtedness.  If the definition of “Indebtedness” includes “Capital Leases,” it is important 

to review the definition of “Capital Leases” to determine whether operating leases under 

ACS 842 would be included.  For example, if the definition of “Capital Leases” includes 
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any lease “required to be accounted for as a capital lease under GAAP,” that would include 

operating leases.  In that instance, counsel may consider including a carve-out for operating 

leases.   

• Total Assets.  The right-of-use assets attributable to operating leases would be included in 

the calculation of “Total Assets”.  This can flow through to various provisions in the loan 

agreement, including covenant incurrence tests, negative covenant baskets (including the 

builder basket), and the definition of immaterial subsidiaries.   

• Total Liabilities.  The liability attributable to operating leases would be included in the 

calculation of “Total Liabilities”.   

• EBITDA.  Assuming that leases are properly accounted for under existing financial 

statements, there should be no significant impacts to EBITDA because the distinction 

between operating and finance leases has been preserved for purposes of the income 

statement.   

 The changes to GAAP revenue recognition may impact the following provisions of a loan 

agreement: 

• Revenue.  The new revenue recognition standards could impact the timing of revenue 

recognition.  Total revenue could increase or decrease.  In addition, there is a potential for 

increased volatility in monthly and quarterly revenue numbers, particularly in service 

industries.   

• EBITDA.  The new revenue recognition standards require that certain costs be capitalized 

instead of expensed as incurred.  This has the potential to increase EBITDA in earlier 
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periods.  Also, as with revenue, there is a potential for increased volatility in monthly and 

quarterly EBITDA numbers.   

• Total Assets.  Capitalizing instead of expensing certain costs will increase “Total Assets”.   

• Total Liabilities.  The new revenue recognition standards could potentially decrease “Total 

Liabilities” in the year of adoption because of the decrease in deferred revenue in such 

year, if historical financial periods are not restated.   

• Indebtedness.  There should be no impact on the definition or calculation of indebtedness 

under a loan agreement. 

 Given the potential impact on financial calculations, counsel should verify which GAAP 

standards were used by the business teams to calculate the financial model provided prior to 

closing, as well as the financial covenant levels and the incurrence tests under the loan agreement.  

In addition, counsel should confirm with the business teams how changes in GAAP should be 

addressed in the loan agreement on an ongoing basis.   

 Some examples of how GAAP may be addressed in loan agreement on an ongoing basis 

are as follows: 

• GAAP “as in effect from time to time.”  This is also known as “floating GAAP.”  Under 

this formulation, GAAP calculations in the loan agreement will automatically change when 

a new GAAP standard takes effect.  This could result in significant changes to how 

financials are calculated on an ongoing basis from how such financials were calculated at 

closing when the original financial model and financial covenant levels were set.  If the 
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change between the two standards is material, it has the potential to trigger financial 

covenant defaults.     

• GAAP “as in effect on the Closing Date.”  This is also known as “frozen GAAP” or “fixed 

GAAP.”  Although this formulation avoids the uncertainty of floating GAAP, it can be 

problematic for a company.  A significant change to GAAP (like ASC 842 or ACS 606) 

could result in a company being required to prepare two sets of financials: one for the loan 

agreement and one for their standard financial reporting.   

• Renegotiation GAAP.  This is a hybrid between floating GAAP and frozen GAAP.  Under 

this formulation, GAAP is calculated “as in effect from time to time” however, any 

significant changes to GAAP do not automatically go into effect.  Instead the parties agree 

to amend GAAP to preserve the original intent thereof and, prior to such amendment, 

GAAP shall remain frozen.  This formulation is acceptable for single lender or club deals.  

However, it can be impractical for syndicated facilities with a large number of lenders. 

• Moveable GAAP.  This is also known as “selective frozen GAAP.”  This is another hybrid 

between floating GAAP and frozen GAAP.  Under this formulation, GAAP is calculated 

“as in effect from time to time”, however, specific GAAP provisions are calculated as of a 

specific date (typically the closing date).  This is the formulation that has been used in most 

loan agreements recently with respect to the impact of ACS 842.     

V. Conclusions.   

 GAAP is in a transition period with respect to the standards for lease accounting and 

revenue recognition.  Given that these standards can impact financial covenants, incurrence tests, 

and other important provisions under a loan agreement, it is essential to understand which GAAP 
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standards were used prior to closing to calculate these provisions, as well as how these provisions 

are required to be calculated on an ongoing basis.    
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The Importance of Anti-Money Laundering and Sanctions Compliance Contract Provisions: An 
Overview of a Bank’s Obligations 

By Kim Lacey, with lots of help from Janet Clark, Caitlin Strelioff, Mark Twombly, Cindy 
Nowacki-Weaver and Tricia Husser 

 

Introduction 

Increasingly, attorneys in loan transactions are presented with the challenge of drafting 
and negotiating representations and warranties pertaining to compliance with anti-money 
laundering (“AML”) and sanctions laws.  It is difficult to craft “one size fits all” AML and 
sanctions provisions as they should be carefully drafted to reflect the facts and circumstances 
of a particular deal.  Such factors include the parties’ risk analysis, market practicalities and the 
results of the Lender’s due diligence.  In this context, the AML and sanctions provisions should 
address the parties’ geographic locations and business.  For example, a standard general 
compliance with laws provision will often fail to address the risks associated with multi-national 
corporations. 

Despite the desire for more tailored language, AML and sanctions issues are often 
addressed through a compliance with laws representation and warranty in the loan 
documentation.  Very typically, there is a general compliance with law representation, qualified 
by some level of materiality.  For example: 

Except as would not be reasonably expected, individually or in the aggregate, to result in 
material liability to [Borrower/appropriate parties] or otherwise interfere in any 
material respect with the conduct of their business as now being conducted, neither the 
Borrower nor any [subsidiaries/affiliates] has been since [date] or is in conflict with or in 
violation of (i) laws applicable to the Borrower and (ii) any applicable licenses, permits 
or other authorizations. 

In some cases, depending on the Borrower, the AML compliance with laws 
representation, warranty and covenant may be more detailed, including references to policies 
and procedures.  For example: 

Borrower is in compliance with all AML laws. Parties have and will maintain policies 
designed to ensure compliance with applicable AML and Sanctions Laws and no Loan 
Party or any of its Subsidiaries is in violation of any Sanctions. 

Another example includes related parties, as well as compliance with anti-corruption 
laws: 

No Loan Party nor any of its Subsidiaries nor any director, officer, employee, agent or 
Affiliate of such Loan Party or such Subsidiary (a) is a Sanctioned Person or a Sanctioned 
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Entity, (b) has any assets located in Sanctioned Entities, or (c) derives revenues from 
investments in, or transactions with Sanctioned Persons or Sanctioned Entities.  Each of 
the Loan Parties and its Subsidiaries has implemented and maintains in effect policies 
and procedures designed to ensure compliance with all Sanctions, Anti-Corruption Laws 
and Anti-Money Laundering Laws.  Each of the Loan Parties and its Subsidiaries and each 
director, officer, employee, agent and Affiliate of each such Loan Party and each such 
Subsidiary, is in compliance with all Sanctions. 

When negotiating the above provisions, caution should be exercised in accepting 
modifications that include materiality or knowledge qualifiers.  If it is determined that such 
qualifiers are acceptable, it is critical that they are properly placed, as an improper, or 
improperly placed, qualifier could have the effect of shifting the burden insuring compliance 
from the borrower (who is in the best position to know or control) to the lender (who has little 
ability to know or control, until it is too late).  The potential ramifications to a lender for 
engaging in customer relationship with a borrower who is not in compliance with AML laws and 
sanctions can be severe.  To truly understand the perspective of the lender, it is important to 
gain a foundational understanding of what money laundering is and what banks are required to 
do to protect our financial system from it, as well as how sanctions programs operate and what 
the institution’s obligations are with respect to them.1  In that regard, this article will provide an 
outline, at a high level, of the foregoing, as well as an introduction to some of the compliance 
issues banks currently face in this regulatory regime. 

Overview of Money Laundering 

Simply stated, money laundering is the act of making illicitly gained funds appear to be 
legitimately obtained.  It is knowingly engaging in a financial transaction with the proceeds of a 
crime in order to conceal or disguise the illicit origin from the government.  The profits derived 
from illegal activity often lead law enforcement to uncover the source.  Therefore, perpetrators 
of financial crimes often go to great lengths to conceal where illicit funds were actually derived, 
and attempt to make them appear to have been generated through legal means.  There are 

                                                             
1 In the foregoing example, a common definition of AML laws would look something like the following: 

“Anti-Money Laundering (“AML”) Laws” means the applicable laws or regulations in any jurisdiction in which any Loan 
Party or any of its Subsidiaries or Affiliates is located or is doing business that relates to money laundering, any 
predicate crime to money laundering, or any financial record keeping and reporting requirements related thereto. 

The Sanctions definition would read as follows: 

“Sanctions” means any and all economic sanctions, trade sanctions, financial sanctions, sectoral sanctions, secondary 
sanctions, trade embargoes anti-terrorism laws and other sanctions laws, regulations or embargoes, including those 
imposed, administered or enforced from time to time by the United States of America, including those administered 
by OFAC, the U.S. Department of State, the U.S. Department of Commerce, or through any existing or future 
executive order, or any other Governmental Authority with jurisdiction over any member of Lender Group or any 
Loan Party or any of their respective Subsidiaries or Affiliates. 
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three stages to laundering money: placement, layering and integration.2  The first stage, 
placement, involves introducing the illegally gotten gains into the financial system by some 
means.3  The second stage, layering, involves carrying out complex financial transactions to hide 
the illegal source.4  The third and final phase, integration, involves integrating the illicit funds 
into the financial system through additional transactions until the dirty money appears to be 
clean.5 

Money laundering is used to mask the proceeds of various types of financial crimes 
including political corruption, Ponzi schemes, drug trafficking, tax evasion and human 
trafficking.  In the United States, the Money Laundering Control Act of 1986 criminalized money 
laundering and set forth “specified unlawful activities,” the proceeds of which persons are 
prohibited from engaging in financial transactions.6  The laundry list of specified unlawful 
activities is set forth in 18 U.S.C. § 1956(c)(7), and includes those incorporated by reference 
from the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organization (“RICO”) statute.7  Included in this list 
are certain offenses against a foreign nation, thereby including the proceeds of certain crimes 
committed in another country in the definition of a specified unlawful activity for money 
laundering. 

To prove that a defendant engaged in the crime of money laundering, a prosecutor must 
prove that the defendant knew that the property involved was the proceeds of a felony under 
Federal, State or foreign law. It is not necessary to prove that a defendant knew the actual 
crime committed, only that the proceeds were illicit. The prosecutor is also required to prove 
that the defendant initiated, concluded or participated in a “financial transaction.”  A 
“transaction” is defined as a purchase, sale, loan, pledge, gift, transfer, delivery or other 
disposition, and with respect to a financial institution, a deposit, withdrawal, transfer between 
accounts, loan, exchange of currency, extension of credit, purchase or sale safe deposit box, or 
any other payment, transfer or delivery by, through or to a financial institution.8  A “financial 
transaction” is defined in 18 U.S.C. § 1956(c)(4) as a transaction which affects interstate or 
foreign commerce and: (1) involves the movement of funds by wire or by other means; (2) 
involves the use of a monetary instrument; or (3) involves the transfer of title to real property, 
a vehicle, a vessel or an aircraft; or (4) involves the use of a financial institution which is 
engaged in, or the activities of which affect, interstate or foreign commerce.  Finally, a 
prosecutor is required to prove that the defendant had the requisite intent, which in the 
context of money laundering, means one of the following four: (1) intent to promote the 
carrying on of the specified unlawful activity,9 (2) intent to engage in tax evasion or tax fraud,10 
(3) knowledge that the transaction was designed to conceal or disguise the nature, location, 

                                                             
2 History of Anti-Money Laundering Laws, FINANCIAL CRIMES ENFORCEMENT NETWORK (January 21, 2019), 
https://www.fincen.gov/history-anti-money-laundering-laws. 
3 Id. 
4 Id. 
5 Id. 
6 See 18 U.S.C. § 1956(c)(7). 
7 See 18 U.S.C. § 1961(1).  
8 See 18 U.S.C. § 1956(c)(3). 
9 See 18 U.S.C. § 1956(a)(1)(A)(i). 
10 See 18 U.S.C. § 1956(a)(1)(A)(ii). 
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source, ownership or control of proceeds of the specified unlawful activity;11 or (4) knowledge 
that the transaction was designed to avoid a transaction reporting requirement under State or 
Federal law.12 

There are several common schemes that are used to launder illicit funds.  Some of the 
most common are structuring cash deposits and withdrawals to avoid currency reporting 
obligations, commingling illicit cash with legitimate cash from cash intensive businesses, trade 
based money laundering, the use of shell companies and trusts to mask ownership and move 
funds, the use of “funnel accounts,” and more recently, the purchase of real estate (often 
through layers of entities, trusts, and shell companies).  In the United States, financial 
institutions are required to file with the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (“FinCEN”) a 
Currency Transaction Report (“CTR”) for each deposit, withdrawal or exchange of currency, or 
other payment or transfer involving a transaction in currency exceeding $10,000 in one 
business day.13  The act of altering a financial transaction with the intent to cause it to fall 
below the reporting requirements is commonly known as “structuring,” which constitutes a 
violation of Federal law.14  Depositing or withdrawing less than $10,000 is not, in and of itself, 
illegal.  It is the intent to avoid the reporting requirements that causes that action to violate the 
law.  Intent can be ascertained either by the individual declaring the intent not to report the 
transaction, or it can be derived by the individual’s behavior.  For example, an individual who 
deposits cash on multiple consecutive days just under the reporting threshold will likely be 
deemed to possess the requisite intent, unless there is a legitimate reason for the amount of 
the deposits that is not related to avoiding the reporting requirements.  A more recent 
phenomena involves “microstructuring,” which involves multiple transactions in currency in 
amounts substantially below the reporting threshold, usually involving the use of multiple 
individuals (often referred to as “smurfs”).15 

Another common scheme involves the use of a cash intensive business to commingle 
illicit funds with legitimate ones.  This scheme is often seen in connection with the placement 
stage of money laundering and involves illicit activity that is traditionally executed heavily in 
cash.  Drug trafficking, for example, has historically involved dealing in large volumes of 
currency, which can be challenging to introduce into the legitimate financial system.  
Businesses such as restaurants, nail salons, nightclubs, convenience stores and car washes are 
ideal targets for laundering illicit currency, as it can be challenging to distinguish whether the 
cash involved was obtained legitimately.  Red flags that assist in detecting schemes involving 
cash intensive businesses typically focus on the volume of activity and whether it is 
commensurate with what would be expected from like businesses. 

Trade based money laundering has emerged over the past decade as a popular method 
to launder illegally obtained funds.  In this type of scheme, the price, quantity or quality of 

                                                             
11 See 18 U.S.C. § 1956(a)(1)(B)(i). 
12 See 18 U.S.C. § 1956(a)(1)(B)(ii). 
13 See 31 C.F.R. § 1010.311. 
14 See 31 U.S.C. § 5342. 
15 Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN), Advisory to Financial Institutions on Filing Suspicious Activity Reports 
Regarding Trade-Based Money Laundering, advisory, FIN-2010-A001, February 18, 2010. 
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imports or exports is misrepresented.  Typically, trade based money laundering involves the 
over or under pricing of goods, and may involve the use of letters of credit or open account.16  
In the over-invoicing scenario, the seller will invoice the buyer for a price above fair market 
value, resulting in an increased value for the seller.  In the under-invoicing scenario, the seller 
invoices the buyer at a price below the fair market value, thereby creating value for the buyer, 
as the buyer can then resell the goods at a higher value than what was paid.  In schemes 
involving misrepresentation of quantity, less goods are actually shipped than what is 
represented (or vice versa), or phantom shipments are involved.  Misrepresentations involving 
quality involve the shipping goods of greater or lesser quality, thereby creating value for the 
buyer or seller.17  For example, a shipment purporting to involve expensive Mont Blanc pens, 
but actually involving dime store Bic pens, would create value for the seller, whereas the 
opposite would create value for the buyer. 

The use of “shell companies” and trusts is another method of masking the true source of 
funds.  Business entities are often used for the purpose of masking the true owners of the 
assets held in, or funds being transferred through, them.  The use of business entities is 
frequently seen in the layering stage of money laundering.  The typical scheme will involve the 
movement of funds through multiple shell entities that serve no other purpose than to 
obfuscate the funds’ true source and destination.  Entities formed in offshore financial centers 
and in jurisdictions with limited requirements to identify the true owners of the entity are often 
chosen.  Offshore financial centers are small, low tax jurisdictions that provide corporate and 
commercial services to non-residents in the form of offshore companies and the investment of 
offshore funds in volumes not commensurate with the size of the country.  In the United States 
FinCEN promulgated the CDD Rule18 (discussed in further detail below), which became effective 
in May 2018, as an effort to enhance transparency in the United States regarding the ownership 
of legal entities. 

Another frequently used method of attempting to move illicit funds undetected is 
through a so-called “funnel account.”  A funnel account is a business or personal account 
opened in one geographic location receiving cash deposits (often below reporting thresholds) 
that are subsequently withdrawn in a different location within a short period of time.19  The 
account exploits the branch network of the financial institution and uses that network as a 
money transfer mechanism.  The use of funnel accounts is often seen in connection with 
attempts to move the proceeds associated with drug trafficking, human trafficking and human 
smuggling.20  For example, an account opened on the Mexican border is used to deposit the 
cash proceeds of illegal drug trafficking in branches throughout Washington State, and those 
same funds are almost immediately withdrawn from the branch on the Mexican border.  Or, an 
account opened on the Mexican border is used to funnel funds from immigrants located in the 
U.S. seeking to pay a smuggler to bring their family members across the border. 

                                                             
16 Id. 
17 Financial Action Task Force (FATF), Trade Based Money Laundering, June 23, 2006. 
18 See 31 C.F.R. § 1010.230. 
19 FinCEN, Update on U.S. Currency Restrictions in Mexico: Funnel Accounts and TBML, advisory, FIN-2014-A005, May 28, 2014. 
20 Id. 
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Finally, recent years have seen a dramatic increase in the use of real estate purchases to 
launder the proceeds of illicit activity.  This scenario is often seen in the final, placement stage 
of a money laundering scheme.  In the United States, real estate has been historically seen as a 
stable, safe place to house ill-gotten gains.  It is viewed as a hard asset that generally 
appreciates in value and can either be used in the interim to generate income, or can be used 
as housing.  It also has the benefit of moving a large amount of money at one time, particularly 
in geographies where real estate markets are expensive.  In loan transactions, financial 
institutions will typically be alert for quick loan payoffs without regard to accompanying 
penalties or fees.  In an all-cash transaction, however, launderers can often evade the detection 
techniques used by financial institutions.  On November 15, 2018 the United States Secretary of 
Treasury reissued real estate Geographic Targeting Orders, expanding geographies and 
lowering thresholds.21  The orders now require U.S. title insurance companies to identify the 
natural persons behind shell companies used in purchases of residential real estate without a 
bank loan or other similar form of external financing using currency or a cashier’s check, 
certified check, traveler’s check, personal check, business check, money order in any form, 
funds transfer, or virtual currency.  This requirement currently applies to purchases in an 
amount exceeding $300,000 in covered metropolitan areas, which include Boston, Chicago, 
Dallas-Fort Worth, Honolulu, Las Vegas, Los Angeles, Miami, New York City, San Antonio, San 
Diego, San Francisco and Seattle.22 

A constant challenge in the world of anti-money laundering exists with respect to the 
laundering of proceeds of political corruption.  Senior foreign political figures, including their 
immediate family members and close associates (often referred to collectively as “Politically 
Exposed Persons” or “PEPs”), pose particular challenges due to their access to public funds 
and/or their ability to abuse their positions of influence for financial gain.  In the United States, 
a senior foreign political figure is defined as “a current or former senior official in the executive, 
legislative, administrative, military or judicial branches of a foreign government…a senior 
official of a major foreign political party and a senior executive of a foreign government owned 
commercial enterprise.”23  Each year Transparency International publishes a Corruption 
Perceptions Index (CPI) which ranks 176 countries based upon their perceived levels of public 
corruption using an index from 1-100.24  This tool, along with negative media searches and 
independent consultants (for higher risk relationships), are often used by institutions to 
evaluate the perceived risk associated with politically exposed persons. 

Closely related to money laundering, and oftentimes intermingled, is terrorism finance.  
While both constitute financial crimes, they are, however, conceptually separate and distinct.  
The primary difference between the two concepts is that money laundering is concerned with 
the source of the funds, whereas terrorism finance is focused on the use of the funds.  Over the 
past decade, however, there have been numerous instances where the two concepts have 

                                                             
21 Geographic Targeting Order, FINANCIAL CRIMES ENFORCEMENT NETWORK (November 15, 2018), 
https://www.fincen.gov/sites/default/files/shared/Real%20Estate%20GTO%20GENERIC_111518_FINAL%20508.pdf. 
22 Id. 
23 FinCEN, Advisory on Human Rights Abuses Enabled by Corrupt Senior Foreign Political Figures and their Financial Facilitators, 
advisory, FIN-2018-A003, June 12, 2018. 
24 TRANSPARENCY INTERNATIONAL, https://www.transparency.org (last visited Jan 21, 2019). 
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merged, and we have seen the proceeds of illicit activity being introduced into the financial 
system and then being used to finance terrorist activities.  A frequent example of this involves 
the use of trade based money laundering to clean funds associated with drug trafficking out of 
South and Central America, and then moved overseas to the Middle East to finance terrorist 
activities. 

Overview of Sanctions 

The Office of Foreign Assets Control (“OFAC”) is a division of the U.S. Department of the 
Treasury, which is responsible for administering sanctions programs in the United States.  In the 
U.S., sanctions programs can be comprehensive or selective, using the blocking of assets and 
trade restrictions to accomplish foreign policy and national security goals.25  There are currently 
thirty active sanctions programs in place.26  Of these programs, those associated with Iran, 
Syria, Cuba, Russia, Sudan, North Korea and Crimea are considered to be, and treated by most 
institutions as, comprehensive.  This means that the financial institutions may not provide 
financial services, and are required to either block or reject transactions, involving those 
countries, as well as certain persons and entities associated with those countries.  This 
obligation applies not just to U.S. financial institutions; it applies to all U.S. persons and entities, 
as well as foreign subsidiaries in certain instances, and it applies to all parties to all transactions.  
For example, if a gardener sends money to a friend located in Iran, unless a general or special 
license applies, the gardener has an OFAC violation.  Likewise, if a financial institution processes 
the sanctioned payment, the financial institution likewise incurs a violation. 

The sanctions pertaining to Russia and Crimea have posed special challenges for 
financial institutions.27  Not only are they complex and far reaching, but they are also subject to 
circumvention.  Particular attention should be paid to clients engaging in transactions to, from, 
or involving Ukraine, Russia or Crimea, as well as business clients that are either incorporated in 
or doing business in those geographies.  The Russian Sanctions issued pursuant to Executive 
Order No. 13662 contain four directives.  Directive 1 creates restrictions as it relates to the 
financial services sector and restricts new debt to fourteen days.28  Directive 2 restricts new 
debt to a limit of sixty days and pertains to the energy sector, applying to entities such as 
Gazprom and RosNeft.29  Directive 3 pertains to the defense and related material sector and 
restricts new debt to thirty days.30  Finally, Directive 4 prohibits activities regarding the support 

                                                             
25 See Office of Foreign Assets Control - Sanctions Programs and Information, US DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY, 
https://www.treasury.gov/about/organizational-structure/offices/pages/office-of-foreign-assets-control.aspx. 
26 Sanctions Programs and Country Information, US DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY, https://www.treasury.gov/resource-
center/sanctions/programs/pages/programs.aspx. 
27 See generally Ukraine-/Russia-related Sanctions, US DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY, https://www.treasury.gov/resource-
center/sanctions/Programs/Pages/ukraine.aspx. 
28 See DIRECTIVE 1 (AS AMENDED ON SEPTEMBER 29, 2017) UNDER EXECUTIVE ORDER 13662, OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSET CONTROL, 
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Documents/eo13662_directive1_20170929.pdf. 
29 See DIRECTIVE 2 (AS AMENDED ON SEPTEMBER 29, 2017) UNDER EXECUTIVE ORDER 13662, OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSET CONTROL, 
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Documents/eo13662_directive2_20170929.pdf. 
30 See DIRECTIVE 3 (AS AMENDED ON SEPTEMBER 29, 2017) UNDER EXECUTIVE ORDER 13662, OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSET CONTROL, 
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Documents/eo13662_directive3.pdf. 
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or exploration or production for deepwater, Arctic offshore or shale projects with the potential 
to produce oil anywhere in the world.31 

• Any person determined to be subject to this Directive or any earlier version 
thereof, their property, or their interests in property has (a) a 33 percent or 
greater ownership interest, or (b) ownership of a majority of the voting interests. 

• New sectors of Railways and Metallurgical Industries will be added to Directive 4, 
but OFAC has not yet released details. 

From an evasion standpoint, the sanctions pertaining to North Korea have been 
particularly troublesome to enforce.  OFAC, the U.S. Treasury, and U.S. Coast Guard issued 
advisories regarding deceptive shipping practices used by North Korea to evade sanctions.32  
Parties involved in the shipping industry, including insurers, flag registries, shipping companies, 
and financial institutions, have exposure to significant sanctions risks due to these practices.  
Vessels that have called at a port in North Korea in the previous 180 days, and vessels that have 
engaged in a ship-to-ship transfer with such a vessel in the previous 180 days, are prohibited 
from calling at a port in the United States.33  The deceptive shipping practices employed by 
North Korea include: 

• Physically altering vessel identification (IMO number) 

• Ship-to-Ship (STS) transfers 

• Falsifying cargo and vessel documents 

• Disabling Automatic Identification System (AIS) 

• Manipulating AIS34 

In addition to geographic sanctions, OFAC publishes a “Specially Designated Nationals” 
list, which is a list of individuals and companies owned or controlled by, or acting for or on 
behalf of, targeted countries.35  It also lists individuals, groups and entities, such as terrorists 
and narcotics traffickers designated under programs that are not country-specific.  The assets of 
SDNs are blocked and U.S. persons are generally prohibited from dealing with them.  Financial 
institutions typically mitigate sanctions risk primarily through the use of list screening software, 
however these tools only go so far because these lists are not comprehensive.  Entities owned 
or controlled more than 50% in aggregate by sanctioned individuals or entities are themselves 
considered to be sanctioned (commonly referred to as the “50% rule”).  The challenge is that 

                                                             
31 See DIRECTIVE 4 (AS AMENDED ON SEPTEMBER 29, 2017) UNDER EXECUTIVE ORDER 13662, OFFICE OF FOREIGN ASSET CONTROL, 
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Documents/eo13662_directive4_20171031.pdf. 
32 Sanctions Risks Related to North Korea’s Shipping Practices, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY (February 23, 2018), 
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/OFAC-Enforcement/Documents/dprk_vessel_advisory_02232018.pdf 
33 Id. 
34 Id. 
35 Specially Designated Nationals And Blocked Persons List (SDN) Human Readable Lists, US DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY, 
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/sdn-list/Pages/default.aspx. 
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not all of these entities are widely known to be so owned or controlled, and so not all are 
available in list screening environment.  In addition, financial institutions are challenged with 
identifying instances of sanctions evasion, e.g. the use of “cut out” countries to move goods 
subject to sanctions.  This is of particular concern in certain industries, such as mining and 
metals (including scrap metals and pig iron), oil and gas, petrochemical products (including 
asphalt, petroleum coke and fertilizers) and railways. 

OFAC sanctions violations are considered to be serious concerns for several reasons.  
The first, and primary, reason is that failure to appropriately mitigate the risk exposes the 
United States financial systems to actors who are not acting in accordance with our national 
interests.  Secondly, the OFAC regime is considered to be strict liability, where a violation may 
exist regardless of whether intent was present or there was knowledge of the law or facts.  
Third, fines and penalties associated with OFAC violations can be severe.  Willful violations are 
subject to prosecution by the U.S. Department of Justice, and may involve severe penalties and 
jail time.  OFAC prosecutes administrative cases involving strict liability, also resulting in the 
possibility of significant fines and penalties. 

Some recent actions include violations of the Cuban Assets Control Regulations by JP 
Morgan Chase ($5.3 million settlement 10-2018);36 a settlement by Societe Generale S.A. of 
apparent violations of U.S. Sanctions-Cuban Assets Control Regulations, Iranian Transactions 
and Sanctions, Sudanese Sanctions ($54 million settlement 11-2018);37 and a settlement 
reached in 2014 where BNP Paribas plead guilty to criminal charges for breaching U.S. sanctions 
by assisting their clients in helping to dodge the sanctions and paid a record fine of almost $9 
billion.38 

Even with screening software in place, if it is determined that the analysis performed 
was insufficient, companies can still receive penalties and fines.  For example, Cobham Holdings 
Inc. (“Cobham”) recently settled a case with OFAC that involved sales to a foreign customer that 
was not listed on the sanctions list.39  Between 2014 and 2015, Cobham exported 
approximately $745,000 worth of silicon switches to Almaz Antey Telecommunications LLC, 
located in Russia.40  Cobham had software in place to screen for OFAC sanctions, searching 
"Almaz Antey Telecom” which resulted in zero hits.  Had Cobham searched for "Almaz Antey," 
they would have found numerous hits for entities under the Almaz Antey umbrella, including 
the entity allegedly responsible for providing the missile that shot down Malaysia Airlines Flight 
MH17 over the Ukraine in 2014.41  OFAC determined that Almaz Antey ultimately owned 51% of 

                                                             
36 ENFORCEMENT INFORMATION FOR OCTOBER 5, 2018, US DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY, https://www.treasury.gov/resource-
center/sanctions/CivPen/Documents/jpmc_10050218.pdf. 
37 ENFORCEMENT INFORMATION FOR NOVEMBER 19, 2018, US DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY, https://www.treasury.gov/resource-
center/sanctions/CivPen/Documents/20181119_socgen_web.pdf. 
38 BNP Paribas Sentenced for Conspiring to Violate the International Emergency Economic Powers Act and the Trading with the 
Enemy Act, US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (May 1, 2015), https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/bnp-paribas-sentenced-conspiring-violate-
international-emergency-economic-powers-act-and. 
39 Stephen Lundeen, Export Sanctions List: Know Your Customer, THE NATIONAL LAW REVIEW (January 8, 2019), 
https://www.natlawreview.com/article/export-sanctions-list-know-your-customer. 
40 Id. 
41 Id. 
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Almaz Antey Telecommunications LLC, Cobham’s direct customer, and so Cobham was in 
violation of OFAC sanctions.42 Cobham paid a fine of $87,507.43 

In a loan transaction, the importance of due diligence cannot be overstated.  In 
instances where multiple borrower or affiliate jurisdictions are involved, particularly where a 
parent or subsidiary may have exposure to OFAC sanctioned jurisdictions or industries, it may 
be possible to ring fence the part of the business causing the increased risk, e.g., a worrisome 
subsidiary.  In other instances, however, the potential to commingle funds may create an 
unacceptable risk altogether, regardless ring fencing efforts.  Recent sanctions regarding Russia 
have involved the addition to the SDN list of some of the most influential and wealthy 
individuals and their companies.44  This has created particularly sensitive issues for financial 
institutions, as they have been required to block all funds associated with these persons and 
their related companies, including loans. 

Regulatory framework in the United States – Financial Institution Obligations 

Generally speaking, financial institutions are required to prevent, detect and report 
money laundering activities.  Specific laws and regulations often differ by country, however 
most contain the basic requirements that financial institutions are required to “Know Your 
Customer” (often referred to as “KYC”) well enough to understand whether the customer’s 
transactions make sense and, if they do not, to report that suspicious activity to the 
government.  Although this appears to be a simple enough concept, it is extremely complex in 
its execution. 

The Bank Secrecy Act of 1970, as amended by the Uniting and Strengthening America by 
Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act of 2001 (the 
“USA PATRIOT Act”), and its implementing regulations, establishes the legal framework for anti-
money laundering requirements for financial institutions in the United States.45  Financial 
institutions are required to create and maintain a risk-based written BSA/AML compliance 
program that originally consisted of four pillars:  internal controls, a BSA/AML training program, 
a designated BSA/AML compliance officer and an independent review.46  In 2018 FinCEN 
promulgated regulations effectively establishing a “fifth pillar” around customer due diligence 
and beneficial ownership (the “CDD Rule”).47 

 Financial institutions, as a foundational part of KYC, are required to create and 
implement a customer identification program (“CIP”) that enables the institution to form a 
reasonable belief that it knows the true identity of a customer (including both individual 
customers and entity customers) wishing to open an account.48  This requires the financial 

                                                             
42 Id. 
43 Id. 
44 See Ukraine/Russia-Related Sanctions Program, US DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY (June 16, 2016), 
https://www.treasury.gov/resource-center/sanctions/Programs/Documents/ukraine.pdf. 
45 See generally 31 C.F.R. Chapter X.  
46 See 31 C.F.R. § 1020.210. 
47 Id. 
48 See 31 C.F.R. § 1020.220. 
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institution to obtain four basic pieces of information from the customer: legal name, date of 
birth (for individuals), social security number (or EIN for entities) and physical address (post 
office boxes are not acceptable).49  Once the four pieces of required information are obtained, 
the financial institution is required to verify the customer’s identity through either 
documentary or non-documentary means.50  Institutions are also required to retain the 
documents associated with the requirements and to provide customers notice of the 
requirements, as well as determine whether the customer appears on governmental lists of any 
known or suspected terrorists or terrorist organizations.51 

At a high level, the CDD Rule requires institutions, at each account opening, to obtain 
CIP information on beneficial owners having 25% or greater equity ownership interest in an 
entity customer, as well as CIP information on one “controlling party” of the entity.52  The 
information must be certified by the person opening the account, and must be refreshed any 
time the institution has reason to believe that the information is no longer accurate.  There are 
a number of exclusions to the rule with regard to the rule’s application to certain legal entity 
structures. 

Although FinCEN made strides to address transparency issues in the United States, the 
CDD Rule only goes so far.  First, it is entirely reliant on the certifying party’s attestation.  
Generally speaking, persons running criminal enterprises are not overly concerned with 
honesty.  Second, the CDD Rule does nothing to address the issue of subsequent transfers or 
issuances.  For example, a person could open an account and truthfully certify that they are the 
sole owner of the entity.  The very next day, the person could cause the entity to issue shares, 
or the person could transfer portions of their existing shares, to every person listed on the 
Specially Designated Nationals list, and neither the financial institution nor the U.S. government 
would have any way of knowing.  Third, in the United States the sole repository of the 
recordation of beneficial ownership for privately held entities are the books and records of that 
entity.  These books and records are often outdated, paper based, and easily altered.  Finally, 
the CDD Rule contains an exclusion with respect to trusts that creates an unacceptably large 
loophole.  Unless and until the United States Congress passes legislation requiring states to 
include in their entity formation laws a requirement for the issuance and transfer of beneficial 
ownership to be registered with the state in order to be legally effective, business entities 
formed in the United States will continue to serve as effective conduits of illicit activity. 

As noted above, there are a number of exclusions from the requirement to obtain 
beneficial ownership.  Two exclusions in particular that can be challenging for banks relate to 
are the partial exclusions for pooled investment vehicle customers, where only a controlling 
party need be named,53 and trusts, when the trust acts as a beneficial owner of the customer54  
In both cases, financial institutions need to be cognizant of the fact that, regardless of the 

                                                             
49 Id. 
50 Id. 
51 Id. 
52 See generally 31 C.F.R. § 1010.230. 
53 See 31 C.F.R. § 1010.230(e)(2). 
54 See 31 C.F.R. § 1010.230(d)(3).  
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exclusions, they are still required to maintain an effective risk-based program.  If an institution 
has reason to believe that the ultimate source of the funds poses a high risk of originating from 
illicit activity (e.g., investments by politically exposed persons from jurisdictions with very low 
CPI scores), the institution should go beyond the basic requirements of the regulation and 
conduct additional diligence to develop a comfort (or not) around the legitimacy of the source 
of the funds. 

Once a financial institution obtains a reasonable certainty that it knows the identity of 
the customer, it is then required, on a risk basis, to learn enough about a customer to feel 
comfortable that it understands the type of activity that would be normal for that customer.  
Customers who are deemed to pose a higher risk of money laundering may be required to 
provide more information regarding themselves and/or their business than customers whose 
inherent money laundering risk is lower.55  For example, a cash intensive business may be asked 
to provide information regarding the amount of cash it anticipates to run through its accounts 
on a monthly basis, as well as any anticipated transaction activity with foreign jurisdictions.  
Once the information is obtained, financial institutions use the information to (1) determine 
whether additional information is required, (2) determine whether the anticipated account 
activity sounds reasonable for the client and (3) compare this anticipated account activity to 
actual account activity once the account is opened, particularly if higher risk transactions are 
occurring. 

In the aforementioned example, if the customer is a dry cleaner and indicates that it 
anticipates sending wires to Yemen (a known terrorist safe haven), additional information 
should be requested.  The financial institution would need to ascertain the reason for the 
activity and determine whether it is reasonable, or whether even further information is 
warranted.  In the example, if the customer indicates that the activity would be for the purpose 
of procuring special dry cleaning fluid, due to the heightened country risk involved, as well as 
the fact that dry cleaners would not typically be expected to send wires to Yemen, the financial 
institution would probably want to obtain information regarding the dry cleaning fluid supplier 
to independently confirm that it exists and determine that the transaction volumes and 
amounts are reasonable. 

In addition to gathering information at account opening, financial institutions also 
monitor activity once the account is opened in an attempt to identify transactions that may not 
make sense for the particular customer.56  Financial institutions accomplish this monitoring 
through a number of mechanisms, including automated monitoring tools that take the form of 
either vended or home grown software solutions, as well as manual monitoring.57  Financial 
institutions typically use scenarios that provide blanket monitoring of entire customer bases 
and transactions, as well as more targeted monitoring that is focused on honing in on surfacing 
a particular type of illicit activity.  Once the monitoring system alerts on a particular type of 

                                                             
55 Customer Due Diligence - Overview, FEDERAL FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS EXAMINATION COUNCIL, 
https://www.ffiec.gov/bsa_aml_infobase/pages_manual/olm_013.htm. 
56 Id.  
57 Suspicious Activity Reporting – Overview, FEDERAL FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS EXAMINATION COUNCIL, 
https://www.ffiec.gov/bsa_aml_infobase/pages_manual/olm_015.htm. 
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activity, an internal investigations team is responsible for investigating the activity, given what 
the institutions understands about its customer from its KYC, and determining whether the 
activity makes sense.58  If the investigation surfaces activity that is not explainable, then the 
investigator is responsible for determining whether or not a suspicious activity report (“SAR”) is 
required to be filed with FinCEN.59 

  

                                                             
58 Id.  
59 Id.  
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In the United States, SARs are required to be filed with respect to: 

“Criminal violations involving insider abuse in any amount. 

• Criminal violations aggregating $5,000 or more where a suspect can be 
identified. 

• Criminal violations exceeding $25,000 or more regardless of a potential suspect. 
• Transactions conducted or attempted by, at, or through the bank (or an affiliate) 

and aggregating $5,000 or more, if the bank or affiliate knows, suspects, or has 
reason to suspect that the transaction: 
o May involve potential money laundering or other illegal activity (e.g., 

terrorism financing). 
o Is designed to evade the BSA or its implementing regulations. 
o Has no business purpose or apparent lawful purpose or is not the type of 

transaction that the particular customer would normally be expected to 
engage in, and the bank knows of no reasonable explanation for the 
transaction after examining available facts, including background and 
possible purpose of the transaction.”60 

From a regulatory standpoint, the failure to create and maintain an effective anti-money 
laundering program can result in dire consequences, both for the financial institution and for 
individuals responsible for the failures.  Some anti-money laundering violation enforcement 
actions of note against institutions include the following: 

• HSBC – In 2012, U.S. regulators fined HSBC $1.9 billion and placed them under a 
deferred prosecution agreement (“DPA”) by the U.S. Department of Justice for 
failing to maintain an effective anti-money laundering and conducting basic due 
diligence on some of its customers.  HSBC’s DPA was based in part due to 
Mexico’s Sinaloa cartel and Colombia’s Norte del Valle cartels laundering over 
$880 million through HSBC.61 

• JPMorganChase – In 2014, U.S. regulators fined JPMorganChase over $2 billion 
and placed them under a DPA by the U.S. Department of Justice for failing to 
maintain an effective anti-money laundering and conducting basic due diligence 
on some of its customers.  JPMorganChase’s DPA was based in part due to its 
role and failure to report on Bernie Madoff’s multi-billion dollar Ponzi scheme.62 

• US Bancorp (US Bank) – In 2018, U.S. regulators fined US Bank over $600 million 
and placed them under a DPA by the U.S. Department of Justice for failing to 
maintain an effective anti-money laundering and conducting basic due diligence 
on some of its customers.  US Bank’s DPA was based in part due to its role and 

                                                             
60 Id.  
61 HSBC Holdings Plc. and HSBC Bank USA N.A. Admit to Anti-Money Laundering and Sanctions Violations, US DEPARTMENT OF 
JUSTICE (December 11, 2012), https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/hsbc-holdings-plc-and-hsbc-bank-usa-na-admit-anti-money-
laundering-and-sanctions-violations. 
62 RE: JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. – Deferred Prosecution Agreement, US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (January 6, 2014), 
https://www.justice.gov/sites/default/files/usao-
sdny/legacy/2015/03/25/JPMC%20DPA%20Packet%20%28Fully%20Executed%20w%20Exhibits%29.pdf. 
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failure to report on Scott Tucker’s multi-billion dollar illegal payday lending 
scheme.63 

As it relates to individual liability, individuals can be subject to both civil and criminal 
penalties, including jail time and significant fines.  In 2017 Thomas Haider, the former Chief 
Compliance Officer of MoneyGram, settled a case with FinCEN whereby he agreed to pay a fine 
of $250,000 and be barred from a similar job for three years.64  FinCEN originally sued Haider in 
2014 seeking a $1,000,000 civil money penalty in connection with MoneyGram’s failure to 
establish an effective money laundering program and close agents posing increased risk, 
resulting in fraudulent transfers running through MoneyGram.65  In the suit, FinCEN alleged that 
Haider willfully violated the BSA by failing to ensure that MoneyGram “(1) implemented and 
maintained an effective AML program and (2) fulfilled its obligations to file timely SARs.”66  
Notably in the complaint, FinCEN points out that the fine sought was a small fraction of the 
potential fine under the law, which amounts to $25,000 per day that the company lacks an 
effective AML program (which in that instance would have amounted to $4,750,000 for the 190 
days of Haider’s tenure that had not exceeded the statute of limitations).67  In addition, 
individuals responsible for a company’s failure to file SARs are liable for a civil money penalty of 
no less than $25,000 (and up to $100,000) for each instance in which the company fails to file a 
SAR.68  The complaint is also noteworthy because it defines “willful” in the context of BSA 
violations to constitute acting recklessly or being willfully blind; it does not necessarily require 
the individual to have knowledge of the specific criminal activity itself.  The potential for 
virtually unlimited civil fines, combined with a definition of “willful” that does not require actual 
knowledge, highlights the importance of a financial institutions’ executive management and 
compliance officers ensuring the effectiveness of the institution’s AML program. 

  

                                                             
63 Manhattan U.S. Attorney Announces Criminal Charges Against U.S. Bancorp For Violations of The Bank Secrecy Act, US 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE (February 15, 2018), https://www.justice.gov/usao-sdny/pr/manhattan-us-attorney-announces-criminal-
charges-against-us-bancorp-violations-bank. 
64 FinCEN and Manhattan U.S. Attorney Announce Settlement with Former MoneyGram Executive Thomas E. Haider, FINANCIAL 
CRIMES ENFORCEMENT NETWORK (May 4, 2017), https://www.fincen.gov/news/news-releases/fincen-and-manhattan-us-attorney-
announce-settlement-former-moneygram-executive. 
65 Id. 
66 Complaint: United States Department of the Treasury v. Thomas E. Haider, FINANCIAL CRIMES ENFORCEMENT NETWORK (December 
18, 2014), https://www.fincen.gov/sites/default/files/shared/USAO_SDNY_Complaint.pdf. 
67 Id. 
68 Id. 
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Conclusion 

Financial institutions play an integral role in protecting our country and our financial 
system from being misused.  Financial institutions are required to be consistently vigilant in 
addressing emerging trends in illicit activity, and often spend enormous amounts of money on 
the people, processes and technology required to fulfill their obligations.  Fines and penalties 
for failure to adequately address their responsibilities are often severe, and can impact, not 
only the institution, but the individuals at the institution who are held accountable for ensuring 
the effectiveness of its AML and sanctions programs.  The careful performance of due diligence 
to identify areas of potential concern, as well as thoughtfully crafted representations, 
warranties and covenants in loan transaction documents, play a key role inassisting banks  with 
fulfilling their responsibilities to implement an effective AML and sanctions compliance 
program. 
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Fact Pattern:
• ABC Company, a Georgia corporation (the "Parent"), is a privately-held holding company that
owns six domestic and foreign subsidiaries (collectively, the "Companies"). The subsidiaries
primarily manufacture and distribute, on a wholesale basis, high-end furniture in the United States,
Canada and Western Europe. The Parent is owned fifty-one percent (51%) by a private-equity group
that is based in the United States, and the remainder of the stock is held by select management and
the Parent's founders.

• With the U.S. market downturn and global volatility, the Companies have started to experience
stress on their business. The U.S. Companies and, in the case of the ABL Facility, the other
Companies (collectively, the "Borrowers") entered into the following credit facilities two years ago:
(i) a $500 million senior secured asset-based syndicated credit facility that has Canadian and U.K.
subtranches ("ABL Facility") from American Bank and eight other lenders and (ii) a $1 billion senior
secured term loan facility ("Term Facility) from a group of institutional investors.

• The ABL Facility is secured by a first priority lien on the accounts receivable, inventory and
related assets of the Borrowers, and a second priority lien on all other assets of the U.S., U.K. and
Canadian Borrowers.

• The Term Facility is secured by a first priority lien on the other assets of the U.S. Borrowers,
including 65% of the stock owned by the U.S. Borrowers in the non-U.S. Borrowers, and a second
priority lien on the accounts receivable, inventory and related assets of the U.S. Borrowers. The Term
Facility is not secured by a lien on any of the assets that are owned by the non-U.S. Borrowers.

3

Fact Pattern (cont.)

• The ABL lenders and the Term lenders entered into an intercreditor agreement that 
outlines their respective lien priorities with respect to the assets of the U.S. Borrowers, 
and the ABL Facility and the Term Facility are cross-defaulted.

• The U.S. Borrowers are in default of their leverage covenant under the Term Facility, and 
as a result of the cross-default, are now in default under the ABL Facility.  

• The ABL lenders are concerned about the future of the Borrowers and what actions, if 
any, the Term lenders may take under the Term Facility.  The private-equity group has 
received a complete return on its investment as a result of substantial distributions 
made by the Borrowers over the last few years.

• The ABL agent has approached your law firm and asked for guidance on strategy, next 
steps and the rights of the ABL agent and the ABL lenders under the ABL loan 
documents and the intercreditor agreement.

4
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Initial Business Questions:
1. What are the outstanding balances under the ABL Facility and the Term 

Facility?
2. Is the ABL Facility oversecured?  Is the Term Facility oversecured?
3. Are there any other creditors who have a lien on the assets of the 

Borrowers?
4. Who are critical vendors to the Borrowers and how much is owing to them?  

Is the amount current?
5. Are there any material contracts? 
6. What is the frequency of payroll and the amount?
7. Are there any other defaults or events of default under the ABL loan 

agreement?
8. What were the dates of the last field examination, appraisals or collateral 

review by the ABL agent?
9. Does the ABL agent currently have cash dominion or has a trigger occurred 

for cash dominion?

5

Initial Business Questions:
10. Where are the bank accounts located?  Obtain a schematic from the ABL 

agent of the account structure, including:
a. Location of accounts – Which banks?  Foreign or domestic?
b. Types of accounts (operating, collection, payroll, benefits,  trust, 

other?)  
c. Existence of deposit account control agreements

i.  Springing
ii.  Non-springing

11. What were the dates of the distributions to the private-equity group?
12. What were the dates of any prior stock acquisitions or asset acquisitions by 

any Borrower? 
13. Do the ABL lenders want to exit the ABL Facility?  If yes, does the ABL agent 

believe that there is a refinancing alternative available?

6
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Legal Documentation Steps:
1. Default versus Event of Default

a. Is there an "Event of Default" under the ABL loan agreement or just a "Default?"

b. Can the ABL lenders stop lending under the ABL loan agreement?  Should they?

2. Notice of Events of Default and Reservation of Rights/Daily Advance 
Request Letter
a. Send a notice of events of default and reservation of rights letter to the Borrowers 

after identifying whether any other defaults or events of default exist. 
b. Determine who is required to receive notice (e.g. other creditors, guarantors, etc.)  

c. Emphasize the importance of a daily advance request letter.

3. Updated Lien Searches
a. Order updated UCC, tax lien, litigation, and judgment lien searches.

b. Consider whether to order intellectual property searches.
c. If real estate is collateral, consider whether to conduct updated title searches.

4. Corporate Documentation
a. Order current certified articles and good standing certificates for the Borrowers. 
b. Review prior corporate resolutions and related shareholder or operating agreements.

5. UCCS
a. Review the UCCs immediately (and again after receipt of the certified articles).

b. Compare UCCs to grant of security (if UCC is not an "all assets" filing), schedules to 
the ABL loan agreement and certified articles to confirm that information is correct.

7

Legal Documentation Steps:
6. Legal Review

a. Conduct a full legal review of the loan documents to determine, among other items:

i. Have the ABL lenders received a lien on any new assets within the last ninety 
(90) days or any paydown of the ABL Facility from an equity contribution or 
other debt facility?

ii. Are there any open post-closing items that have not been completed?
iii. Is the grant of security interest consistent with the scope of lien required by 

the ABL agent? 
iv. Are there deposit account control agreements on all collection accounts?
v. What assets are excluded from the ABL agent's lien?

vi. Are there any assets included in the security interest grant that require a 
method of perfection other than filing a UCC financing statement (e.g. motor 
vehicles, copyrights, etc.)? Have steps been taken to perfect such security 
interests?

vii. Did the ABL agent take possession of, or control over, any collateral if the 
security interest in such collateral may be perfected by possession or control 
(e.g. stock certificates and chattel paper)?

b. Review the intercreditor agreement for notice requirements, rights of the Term 
lenders and what the Term lenders have pre-consented to from a bankruptcy 
standpoint.

8
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Legal Documentation Steps:
6. Legal Review (cont.)

c. Confirm:

i. All insurance (property, liability, credit insurance if applicable, business 
interruption insurance if applicable) is current;

ii. Coverage amounts are sufficient; 
iii. Appropriate endorsements name the ABL agent as lender's loss payee, 

additional insured and mortgagee (if applicable); and
iv. Whether the Borrowers self-insure.

d. Require an updated disclosure/perfection certificate from the Borrowers to include, 
among other items, updated information regarding the following:

i. Deposit accounts;
ii. Locations and warehouseman and bailee arrangements; 

iii. Consignment arrangements;
iv. Corporate reorganizations or name changes;
v. Litigation;

vi. Material debt;
vii. Liens; and
viii. New assets.

e. The importance of preserving the attorney-client privilege 
i. With the ABL agent;
ii. With the syndicate of lenders; and

iii. With financial advisors.
9

Analysis of Potential Options to Address Events of Default :
1. Waiver of Events of Default 

a. Assumes the written waiver of events of default by the Term lenders. 

b. Waive the events of default in writing under the ABL Facility.

c. Clean-slate – Does the ABL agent anticipate future events of default?

2. Waiver of Events of Default and Amendment to ABL Loan Agreement
a. Assumes the written waiver of events of default by the Term lenders.

b. Analyze baskets in general and triggers (if applicable) for cash dominion, increased reporting, 

financial covenant testing and determine whether to "tighten" up the ABL loan agreement.

c. Analyze whether to limit or restrict additional acquisitions, investments, dividends, affiliate 

transactions, prepayments of debt, etc.

d. Review intercreditor agreement to determine whether any amendments require the consent 

of the Term lenders and whether other amendments to the intercreditor agreement are 

necessary or beneficial (e.g. resetting the number of blockage periods in a debt subordination 

agreement, resetting the limit on increases in interest margin in the intercreditor agreement, 

etc.)

3. Forbearance Agreement
a. The "Bridge" to:

i. A sale of the assets or stock of the Borrowers?

ii. An amendment to the ABL loan agreement and waiver of events of default?

iii. A refinancing of the ABL obligations?

iv. A restructuring of the Borrowers outside of bankruptcy?

v. A bankruptcy proceeding of the Borrowers?

A. Reorganization

B. 363 sale process

C. Liquidation
10
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Analysis of Potential Options to Address Events of Default:
3. Forbearance Agreement (cont.)

b. Assumes no waiver of events of default by ABL lenders and assumes forbearance by Term 
lenders also.

c. Determine the forbearance period 

i. 30, 60 or 90 days?  

ii. Should the ABL lenders obtain approval for longer?

iii. Who can extend the forbearance period?  Agent?  Required Lenders?  All lenders?

d. Determine forbearance conditions – examples:

i. Performance by the Borrowers of obligations under forbearance agreement;

ii. No additional events of default;

iii. No material adverse change occurs in any Borrower's business, prospects or financial 
condition after the date of the forbearance agreement;

iv. All of the ABL debt is paid in full by a certain date (not always included);

v. No significant variance in sales and operating expenses against budget – importance 

of thirteen-week cash flow;

vi. No representation or warranty made by any Borrower in the forbearance agreement 
proves to have been false or misleading in any material respect;

vii. Payment of payroll taxes;

viii. Ability of the Borrowers to pay and payment of, as the same shall become due and 

payable, all debts incurred by Borrowers;

ix. No other creditor accelerates the maturity or demands payment of its debt, in whole 
or in part, or exercises any other remedies;

11

Analysis of Potential Options to Address Events of Default:
3. Forbearance Agreement (cont.)

d. Determine forbearance conditions – examples (cont.):

x. Other transaction-specific milestones?
A. Refinancing milestones, if applicable – Proposal letter, commitment letter,                        

closing on or before XX date;
B. Sale milestones, if applicable; or
C. Pre-bankruptcy planning milestones, if applicable.

e. Committed lending versus discretionary lending by the ABL lenders during the forbearance 
period – pros and cons.

f. Termination Events – termination of the forbearance period.
g. Other beneficial provisions to lenders:

i. Acknowledgements of indebtedness and events of default;
ii. Release of claims; and
iii. Waivers.

4. Discretionary lending 
a. Does on-going lending constitute a waiver of events of default in the absence of a current 

(and not stale) reservation of rights letter or daily advance request letter?
b. Could one bank group member elect not to lend and, if so, how? 
c. Would it constitute a "Defaulting Lender" under the ABL loan agreement?
d. Could the agent make protective advances under the ABL loan agreement?

12
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Key Issues to Consider:
1.  Borrower-related

a. Risk of "controlling" the Borrowers
i. Day to day funding determinations
ii. Net Payroll - who is a "responsible person?"
iii. Management decisions  

b. Ability to establish reserves against borrowing base or commitment
c. Cash dominion 

i. Right to require under the ABL loan agreement or currently existing
ii. Any excluded accounts?

d. Hot goods issue
i. Fair Labor Standards Act  - Restrict sale of inventory if certain employees 

are not paid
ii. Representation and warranty

e. Excluded collateral
f. Preferences
g. Fraudulent conveyances

13

Key Issues to Consider:
2. Are the ABL lenders undersecured?

a. Cannot collect post-petition interest, fees or other charges under Section 506 of
the Bankruptcy Code if undersecured

b. Potential improvement in position test – test two dates (90 days prior and 
petition date)

3. The Importance of Advisors
a. Legal, including foreign counsel
b. Financial
c. Restructuring
d. Appraisers

4. Managing the ABL bank group
a. Bank group communications – preserving the privilege
b. Ability to make overadvances

i. What is the cap?
ii. Is there a limitation on duration?
iii. Can required lenders revoke the right to make overadvances?

c. Protective advances
i. What constitutes a protective advance under the ABL loan agreement?
ii. What is the cap?
iii. Is there any limit on duration?

14
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Key Issues to Consider:
4. Managing the ABL bank group (cont.)

d. Voting Rights
i. Agent only determinations
ii. Required lenders
iii. All lender votes

e. Assignment rights of ABL bank group
i. With the consent of the Borrowers under certain conditions?
ii. Who constitutes an eligible assignee pre- and post-event of default?
iii. Are any Term lenders in the ABL Facility?

f. Extension of maturity date of commitments to facilitate work-out or pre-
bankruptcy planning
i. What if one lender will not extend?
ii. Effect on on-going funding
iii. Effect on payment waterfall among ABL bank group

g. Exercise of remedies
i. Who controls?
ii. Agent?
iii. Required Lenders?

15

Key Issues to Consider:
5.  Intercreditor issues

a. Consent rights
b. ABL Facility debt cap?  Term Facility debt cap?
c. Bankruptcy roadmap

i. DIP financing – Can Term lenders do a priming DIP?
ii. Use of cash collateral
iii. 363 sale
iv. Adequate protection 

A. Do the ABL lenders have to fund payments to the Term lenders on 
their pre-petition term debt during a bankruptcy proceeding?

B. May the Term lenders request other forms of adequate protection?
d. Split collateral allocation issues

i. Is the intercreditor silent on allocation?
ii. If not, what are the valuation rules?
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GEORGIA MANDATORY CLE FACT SHEET

Every “active” attorney in Georgia must attend 12 “approved” CLE hours of instruction annually, 
with one of the CLE hours being in the area of legal ethics and one of the CLE hours being in the 
area of professionalism. Furthermore, any attorney who appears as sole or lead counsel in the 
Superior or State Courts of Georgia in any contested civil case or in the trial of a criminal case in 
1990 or in any subsequent calendar year, must complete for such year a minimum of three hours 
of continuing legal education activity in the area of trial practice. These trial practice hours are 
included in, and not in addition to, the 12 hour requirement. ICLE is an “accredited” provider of 
“approved” CLE instruction.

Excess creditable CLE hours (i.e., over 12) earned in one CY may be carried over into the next 
succeeding CY. Excess ethics and professionalism credits may be carried over for two years. Excess 
trial practice hours may be carried over for one year.

A portion of your ICLE name tag is your ATTENDANCE CONFIRMATION which indicates the 
program name, date, amount paid, CLE hours (including ethics,  professionalism and trial 
practice, if any) and should be retained for your personal CLE and tax records. DO NOT SEND 
THIS CARD TO THE COMMISSION!

ICLE will electronically transmit computerized CLE attendance records directly into the Offi  cial 
State Bar Membership computer records for recording on the attendee’s Bar record. Attendees 
at ICLE programs need do nothing more as their attendance will be recorded in their Bar 
record.

Should you need CLE credit in a state other than Georgia, please inquire as to the procedure at 
the registration desk. ICLE  does not guarantee credit in any  state other than Georgia.

If you have any questions concerning attendance credit at ICLE seminars, please call: 
678-529-6688
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